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Special Supplement
The Last Days of Elvis Presley
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opening of the grounds of Graceland to the public, hundreds of tige and
thousands have traveled here from every part of the earth to pass
by and view the graves of Elvis and his mother. It.January^
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than abating.
Pilgrims come to Graceland
for a variety of reasons. Some
come to pay their homage to a
man they loved, and some mere
ly out of curiosity. Others come
thinking that they might catch
a glimpse of Elvis, that Elvis is
not dead, but rather resting as
he could never do while thought
by his public to be alive. Still
others comeas aresult of dreams
and visions in which Elvis has
appeared to them and charged
that they should "go to Graceland". Beyond any and all such
reasons, however, there is a mag
ical, mystical attraction between
the Shrine at Graceland and
those persons who journey here
and an undeniable sense of ex
pectation in their gathering.
In many ways, the phenom
enal reaction surrounding the
death of Elvis Presley is reminis
cent of areligious cult. The Pres
ley-Public, for the most part
reared on the teachingsof Chris
tianity, refuses to allow Elvis
his final burial, insistingon the
"resurrection". They wait, as
after his funeral, and-come again to wait, as now - expectant,
Everything surrounding Presley's life has been revived, made
holy and ritualized. All things owned or touched by Elvis have
been made sacred, treated as though they possessed some essence
of the spirit of "The King" who touched them. Trinkets are purchased and worn to associate the wearer with the Presley-cult as
a crucifix connects another man to Christ. Artifacts, bearing the
likeness of Elvisand/or of the symbols thought of in conjunction
with him, are purchased and displayed within the homes of people
beside or in place of such traditional symbols as 4'The Praying
Hands". The need of people to identify with a nurturing, successful elite figure (and Presley's allowing those who can to do so)offers thepromise of heaven on earth.
,,
Indeed, an examination of Presley's own "life script suggests many parallels between himself and Jesus Christ. Like Jesus Presley had a following during his own lifetime which grew
after the time of his death. He had difficulty, because of his mission in life, establishing a lasting, long-term relationship with a

seemed to him, tnat rresiey sown iear ui uemg uunc m ^
^
advantage of was so strong that he inadvertently expected and
1 allowed himself to be victimized
to confirm hisinner view of the
world — a world which allowed
him little privacy or the freedom
to be. And perhapsfor Elvis, the
only rest to come would come
from the fulfillment of his script —
to die young, like his mother,
and to be resurrected by a pub
lic unwilling to allow him to die.
Christ-like, dynamic, crea
tive, generous and nurturing —
these are the adjectives we have
been conditioned to think of
with regard to Presley by those
who helped to shape and sell
his image to us. But there is a
side to Elvis other than such
makers of men would have us
think. Accounts abound of Pres
ley's "macho high risk" deeds;
of his need to be the best in any
contest, be the best, the fastest
driving, or get the tightest six
shot grouping witha Colt revolv
er; of his need to prove himself
to be more man than any man
around him. Elvis needed to be
King. And, based on the ac
counts of those close to Presley,
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PHENOMENON

A PSYCHOLOGICAL
PERSPECTIVE
By Dr. Joseph Cassius, Ph.D.

those to whom he
gavenot to give but rather get.From
proval and affection. I want youTolike me™re
Kang Rhee to explain his
seemed to want was a strict
we are left with is of a man depen^ntonotbers, tested to by
his surrounding himself with relatives an entourage o
bodyguards, friends and fans, but unable to admit
dependence; unable to be weak.
Elvis, finally,was a man whose idealized media image, glamorized by Madison Avenue, is a reflection of our own ambivalent
desires infused with the cultural paradox of the electronic age. o
the extent that we may love Elvis Presley for hisvirtues and forgive him for his limitations and follies — to that degree, we can
do thesame forourselves,

Uncle Vester:

A Vested Interest
In The King
by Howell Pearre

Across the boulevard from year, he has earned a celebrity status
Graceland are six stores that offer a comparable to his world-reknown
variety of Elvis Presley souvenirs. nephew. He describes the job as "enTheir wares are hawked by em joyable but tiresome. It causes
ployees who move among the crowds problems," he says wearily. Vester
outside the confines of the Presley has the gentlemanly air of a man who
estate, handing out flyers that detail is genuinely proud of his family's
offers of "Free Elvis Souvenirs," the most famous member. He laugh^
nature of which is not specified, and easily and seems anxious to indulge
chances to see "An Elvis Revue," in conversation pertaining to Elvis
which has been booked by a local club and his fans. "I've had people come
some two blocks awayin Whitehaven up to me at the gate and say, "He's
not really dead, is he? He's just gone
Plaza.
The famous gates guarding the away for a while, to fool his fans." "I
sanctuary of the late rock and roll tell 'em, Naw, he's dead. We put him
star have been ordered shut this away."
Thursday afternoon, after ac
The small gatekeeper's house
comodating more than 12,000 per just inside the entrance, its walls
sons up the winding driveway, past decorated with drawings and other
the white-pillared mansion and into Elvis memorabilia donated by fans,
the sacred Meditation Gardens, serves as a point of authority for Un
where Elvis and his mother, Gladys, cle Vester, who guards the grounds
lie in simple gravesites surrounded with the help of several television
by garlands of flowers sent daily by monitors. "Some folks have said, 'I
fans fromall over the world.
talked to Elvis last night and he told
It is thedevotion of the fans that ____ to come up here.' I don't agree
keeps the gatesopen from 9 to 4 each with that kind of thing myself,"
Tuesday through Saturday. Mon Vester says, "but that's their
days are reserved for cleaning and business if they want to believe it.
maintenance although groups of 150 Others tell me that it don't feel lik^
at a time are allowed on the grounds Elvis isgone. Everything is stillalive
to complete their pilgrimage to here.
Memphis, the peak is expected
mid-August on the first, anniversary
of the 42 year-old singer's death.The
event is being noted by aflurry of ac
tivity on the homefront. The old Sun
Studios on Union Avenue, where
Elvis cut his first record, is being
refurbished as a major new tourist
attraction; a triptych-like bill
board, funded by the city, has
been unveiled on Elvis Presley
Boulevard, a stone's throw away
from the mansion. Even Andy
Warhol is due in from New York in
connection with his painting, "Elvis,
49 Times," which will beexhibited at
the Brooks Memorial Art Gallery '
Overton Park.
There are memorial concerts
scheduled all over town anda healthy
economic vista for August is in vi<
for many merchantsand inkeepers.
There hasalways been acrowd at
Graceland, ever since 1957, when the
That feeling of "alive" is quite
young rock singer purchased the
estate for$100,000. The man holding apparent in "A Presley Speaks,"
the key to the heavy metal gates is book that Vester has written in
Vester Presley, chief of security at collaberation with Deda Bonura,
3764 Elvis Presley Boulevard since Presley fan of many years. The book
March, 1957. Tothe many thousands begins with the difficult days in
who visit the Presley estate each Tupelo, Mississippi, and ends with
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"He's not really dead is he?..."

'' I tell 'em, naw, he's dead. We put him away.'
particularly moving account of the
events of August 16, 1977; the day
Elvis died.
Vester and his brother Vernon
married sisters. When Vernon and
Gladys moved toMemphis with their
son, it was not long afterwards that
Vester and Clettes followed suit; the
closely-knit family being affected by
Elvis and his fame, each in their own
individual way.
The book has numerous anec
dotes about Elvis as a youth and his
career beginnings at Sun Records,
appearances on a local television
show and the legendary Louisiana
Hayride. The purchaseof Graceland,
Elvis' marriage toPriscilla Beaulieu,
the birth of Lisa Marie, the years
spent building the Presley charisma
through feature films and sold-out
concerts — Vester recounts them
with a minimum of fact and a
maximum of family pride.
About the book, Vestersays:
"It's straight country. It's
straight English. Nothin built up.
Anything concerning the family
shouldn't be blowed up. I could of
made a bigger book if I'd put in a lot
of unnecessary stuff." Vester says it
took him and his collaborator "about
eight months to write the book. I
started in two years before Elvis
died."
Vester has been passing out or
der blanks to those at the gates who
wish to purchase "A Presley
Speaks," available from Wimmer
Brothers Books at $10 per copy,
saying "The mainest thing is to get
this word out."
The talk a couple of years ago
that Barbra Streisand wanted Elvis
to appear opposite her in the rock
remake of "A Star Is Born,

remembered by Vester. "His health
was bothering him so bad. They
never got around to actually talking
directly about the movie.I knew that
more movies were being planned for
elvis, but it was such hard work.
Three or four months it would taketo
do a movie. I don't think he was able
to work like that because of his
health."
On the way out of Graceland,
Vester stops to sign autographs and
joke with the inevitible groups of
fans, one of whom asks him where he
lives. "Oh, I live down the road a
piece. Under a bridge." He laughs
and they laugh too.
At theend of his workday, Vester
leaves his post at the mansion and
fades into the heavy traffic that
travels slowly down the corridor
between Graceland and the local
souvenir shops.
The stone wall across the front
lawn of the estate is filled with enscriptions from the legions of fans
who have come to pay their respects
to the King. Typical is a young
woman from New Zealand, who has
been in Memphis for several months,
making daily visits to the famous
landmark. They sign their names,
their initials and their messages of
love on the wall, with the frequent
addition of their hometown and date
of their visit.
This is respectable graffitti, void
of any obscenities which usually find
their way into such projects. These
inscriptions are put there by people,
who feel that Elvis was asmuch their
friend as hewas their favorite rock n
roll star.
They are saying, rather simply
and with a kind of native dignity,
that they still care.
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he body was barely lukewarm
when the schlock merchants of
Hollywood began their gimleteyed dreamsof cashing in on the leg
end, the man, and the fallen angel that
was Elvis.
Now comes word from the movie
trade press that Elvis' long-time friend
Lee Majors will get first offer to por
tray Elvis in a big budget production
which has working titles of "Elvis,
The King" or"TCB, The Elvis Story".
Majors, who plays a bionic Yo-Yo
given to slow-motion running and
punching his fist through pasteboard
walls in "TheSix Million Dollar Man",
would appear to be the perfect choice
for the Real-to-Reel Presley. Like El
vis, Majors has parlayed a modest
talent and pretty face into stardom
by overdosing the folks with media
hype. Like theBionic Man, Elvis nev
er let technology triumph over hu
manity when hecould help it.
What fans took to be profound
emotion in gospel numbers or love bal
lads was laid in as precisely to lyrics
and delivery as though done by com
puter tracking. In his final,tragic round
of performances, The King would lumpity-lump across the stage, grab the
mike, dash out the computer formulae
of crowd pleasers, machine-gun the
front row with scarves,and vanish in
to the wings where slavering lackeys
and a thousand tiny guillotines of dec
adent luxury awaited.
And like Lee Majors, Elvis chose
to himself mass-produced bedmates,
some of them wives, but all in the mold
of Farrah Fawcett Majors — perfect
ly crafted and packaged for the front
page of the National Enquirer or the
Star. Every decent American lad
drooled in hisdrawers to be able todo
likewise andevery virginal lassached
with all her heart to be under the leg
end.
The predominantly female cultof
Elvis devotees,from swooning matrons
in polyester pants suitsto teen-celebboppers, seems to thedetached observ
er to be a contradictory lot.As a whole,
they don't seem to have much use for
sexual freedom; they appear to be more
sexually repressed; they tend to be
more politically and socially conserva
tive than Framptonites,for example.
Yet Elvis was sold by sex,and sex
was sold by Elvis. No woman who was
capable of thought beyond the day's
soap opera plots had any doubt what
soever of the precise meaning of "a
hunka hunka burnin'love".

GOD OF SEX
GOD OF DEATH
by Boyd Lewis

ILLUSTRATION BY KEN HAGENBACK

Ed Sullivan, faced with mid-50s
Elvismania, had toput this Mississippi
blues shouter on television, but only
from the pelvis up.Sullivan fooledon
ly himself, however, since women knew
what was goingon a mere seven inches
below the TV screen. Without the
"Elvis the Pelvis" routine,. Presley
would have sold his early Sun record
ings like an album of Lithuanian fu
neral chants at the Piggly Wiggly in
Sa'rdis. Women who would beas asex
ual as sunflowers under ordinary cir
cumstances turned into erotic gang
sters at Elvis concerts or began to
twitch and ooze on the couch while
listening to "G.I. Blues". Husbands

and boyfriends took note and the can
dy/liquor route to the Delta of Venus
soon gave way to the latest Elvis al
bum.
Even at the end, when a drug-rid
dled, flabby, very bored Elvisstumbled
out to Space Odyssey music to do a
nostalgic parody of himself, the sex
ual attraction remained, and so re
mains today. It is the only trinket of
the dead man not copyrighted by the
ghouls of Factors, Inc. But give the
Colonel and Pappy time.
r rom thearchetype of bionic sex,
Elvis is now becoming an even great
er figure from the grave, much in the
manner of James Dean, Janis Joplin,

and Edward II. Elvis was always a
little slower in action, reaction, and
movement than those around him.
Some credited the slowness to the ooz
ing plasma of too many Delta sum
mer days and nights, or Valentinostyle sensuality or the paragon of the
laid-back generation. But he took such,
little joy in life, experimented with
growth and exploration so little that
he seemed mummified in his luxury,
the rich man in the mausoleum, deathin-life.
It is no coincidence that there is a
36-by-22 foot painting on the ceiling
of a mausoleum in Jackson, Tenn.,
featuring Elvis leading the dead into
Heaven, a Rock n'Roll Charon taking
souls across the dark, swirling Styx
into theland of perpetual night.
The figure of Elvis, as painted by
a horse grower/painter from Florida
named Duke Eastin, is gesturing to
the throngin thepainting with upraised
right arm. He isclad in white bell-bot
tom trousers, but is naked from the
waist up. Erosin Necros.
And so Elvis embarks this first
anniversary on a journey to becomea
religious icon, the first Saint of the
Baptist Church. Hundreds of years
from now they will pray to Elvis for
youth, vigor and the ability to T.C.B.
There will be sexless orgies and high
church masses. Priests will arise with
relics of the True Hound Dog, the
Fragment of the Las VegasCape, the
Martin guitar finger board. False
prophets will follow with disturbing
dogmas: Elvis was human. Ma Rainev
and Buddy Holly had more net effect
on 20th Century music. Papa Vernon
might not have ascended into Heaven
at a Holly Springs barbeque/nostalgia
convention in 1987 as reported in all
the literature.
Christianity, after all, has just
one ideogram:
1HS
Which stands for either In Hoc
Signes (In This Sign) or I Have Suf
fered.
But what is that compared to this
note of things to come, discovered on
bathroom walls in both Memphis and
Atlanta:

ELVIS
LIVES

Mamma, the Second Coming done
came and went and we didn't even see
it onthe SixO'Clock News.
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bout eighteen months ago,WKNO-TV ranan hour-longdocumen
tary about Salvador Dali.
The film began with a shot of Dali standing on top of a cliff, waving to a
cameraman in a helicopter, then zoomed in to a close-up of him, dressed in the
sort of formal costume much favored by Dracula, and a pair of unusual socks —
knee high numbers, they were — with horizontal red and white,stripes and glit
tering silverstars and crescents,socks much to' 'busy" for a man of hisage.
"Dali is wearing a pairof socks given him by Elvis Presley," said the nar
rator, ina clippedEnglish accent.
Elvis Presley?
How did Dali geta pairof socks fromElvis Presley?
Colonel Parker could have bought up a thousand pairs of loud, really loud,
"seconds", intended for MardiGras costumes,or trade goods along the Zam
besi, at ten centson the dollar, then senta pair, inElvis' name, toeveryone on
a Celebrity MailngList, with apair going to Dali,and a likepair going to, say,
Johnny Carson, the Pope,Truman Capote, Kenneth Bound, the President of
France, Joe Namath, Monte Rock IV, Tennessee Williams, Sammy Davis, Jr.,
and theman whoinvented the torque converter.
Dali, receivinghis, might havebeen touched, in the same way W.C. Fields
was said to have been touched when a cannibal in the South Seas sent him a
napkin ringmade fromthe shinboneof a Campbellitemissionary.
He may have put them aside to wear on Feast Days or when the English
television crewcame tocall.
Or, Dali himself, upon learning that the men werecoming to film a docu
mentary on him, may havesent his man down into the gypsy market with orders
to buy a really loudpair of socks, something' 'noisy", something that a moun
tain bandit mightwear to his wedding.
The socks in hand, Dali could have just made it up about Elvis; he could
have just saidthat Elvissent them.
It would have been good theatre, good showmanship and in character,
since Daliis theMike Todd,the BillyRose, the P.T. Barnumof Art.
The third possibility, and the most unlikely given the personalities of
those involved: Elvis could have simply strapped on a Dress Revolver and
walked into Lansky Brothers on Beale Street (one of the first stores in America
to handle stacked heels and vinyl dress shirts), picked a pair of socks off the
counter, handed themto theclerk and said, "Gift wrap theseand send them to
my goodfriend Salvador Dali ina placecalled Spain!''
There is an art book titled Dali, Dali, Dali, published in 1974 by Harry N.
Abrams, Inc. (the concise NAL edition, text by Harry N. Abrams, introduction
by Dr. Pierre Roumerguere),containing colorphotographs ofa groupof paint
ings bySalvador Dali.
In theback of itis alist, tellingwhere eachpainting is todayand whoowns
it.
These paintings by Dali belong to such as the Tate Gallery, London; the
Paul Ricard Foundation;Comte Francoise de Vallombreuse; the Owen Cheat
ham Foundation; Barnet Hodes; the National Gallery of Art, Washington,
D.C.; James Henry Grady of Atlanta, Georgia; Joseph Winterbotham; the
Glasgow Art Gallery and Museum, andSomebody in Memphis.
One of the paintings pictured in the book is titled Self Portrait — Nude,
painted in 1954, oil on canvas, twenty-four inches by eighteen inches, and is
identified asbeing ina "Private Collection — Memphis''.
Who in Memphis ownsan original Salvador Dali oil painting, a painting
that must be valued in thousands, perhaps hundredsof thousands ofdollars?
Did Elvisown it?
Eighteen months ago, I would haveguessed that Elvis had it, on the wall
of his home, flanked by purple and white fiber glasscut pile draperies,next to
his inflatable orange Naugahyde sofa, near the walnut veneer Pepsi Cola vend
ing machine, opposite the Teddy Bear collection, acrossfrom his armory, down
the hallfrom his apothecary.
After all, he didgive Dali a pair of socks. Perhaps Dali gavehim the paint
ing inreturn. If it was painted in1954 and Dali still had itin stock, it was obvi
ously not going tomove anyway.
Perhaps itwas mousedamaged.
Or maybe Elvis bought the paintingthrough anagent, asan investment.
Or maybehe boughtit, I fantasized, because he likedit.
Maybe he had other major works of Modern Art out there at Graceland,
maybe evenpieces of antiquefurniture, aGrecian urn,a Ming''vah-s''.
Nothing, I told myself eighteenmonths ago,is whatit seemsto be.
Maybe Elvishad been having uson allthese years.
Maybe hewas reallya gentleman.

By John Fergus Ryan
Maybe he really hated wearing Halloween costumes in public all year
round.
My imaginationran wild!
Car Rink iSi°ned ^ rdaXing at

Graceland

after a hard day at the Bumper

It islate inthe evening.
The breakaway pantaloons have been hung up, the lizard skin and gold
lame vests hung out to dry, the beads, the rings, the firearms, the metal har
ness, allput away in a foot locker.
J^e's rearing grey flannel slacks, a soft, creme colored wool turtleneck,
an oddjacket from J Press,and a pair of Englishshoes.
light

S

'

tmit

~ Nude 1S ina recessupon the wall, away from the sun-

Elvis isin achair, readingfor a First inGreats.
There isa trayat hand, stacked with Kroger's pastry.
The stereois playingBrahms.
Ah, but noneof this turnedout to be true.
Things ARE whatthey seemto be,after all.

1(1 US! i(A; iuM BV BHIAM (jHOI'I'l
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ill Haney, the man who issup
posedly the best of the Elvis
imitators, played to a small
crowd of about 2,500 at the Mid-South
Coliseum. But when Haney's band
comes onstage, all 2,500 start cheering
and shouting "We want Bill!"
"You do?" says the trumpet player.
"Well he'll be out in about 30 minutes.
Right now let's welcome the Duncan
Sisters." Great cheers and applause
as Bill Haney's back-up singers come
out. By the end of their second number
half the audience is crowded around
the foot of the stage yelling for Bill.
These arehis loyalfans.
The woman behind me tells her
young daughter, "Sure honey, you can
scream if you want to",and the band jumpsinto a rousing
version of "CC Rider" as Bill Haney bursts onto stage.
The crowdis roaringand believe it or not, this man really
does look like Elvisin his white jumpsuit with bead work,
open down tothe hugebelt, hugging hisbody closely. He's
got the hair and the dark glasses and the scarf and he's
tearing "CC Rider" up. There's a guy at stage left in a
custom blue polyesterleisure suit who's puttingscarves
around Haney's neck every twominutes as he flings them
to the audience. The bandslides right into"Amen" fol
lowed by "I'veGot a Woman",and three young girlsare
in the floor fightingover oneof the scarves.
The visual image is good and Haney is alive, using
every inch of his body. "Polk Salad Annie" never sounded
better and doesn't he do "Love Me Tender" faster than
Elvis? There'sa curl in his lip, a slur in hisvoice and that
right leg keepson shakin'. Thescarves keep coming and
the crowd around the stage gets thicker. Kids are heisted
to their parents' shoulders to be closer to the handouts,
and occasionally theguy in the blue suit willlean over and
press a scarf into one of the smaller hands grasping to
wards the stage.The energy is high, the band is hot and
Bill Haney ismore funthan a barrel of monkeys.
Haney pauses before singing '"Cause You Were
There'' and tellshow the songwas written especiallyfor
Elvis. His speaking voice is rich and warm, definitely the
same kind of voice as Elvis' but, nevertheless,different.
After a great arrangement of "Suspicious Minds" he
moves right into "You Gave Me a Mountain", kneeling
and bowing his head, accepting a garland of flowers and
rewarding a fan with a kiss. His attention is divided be
tween his band and his audience, whofill the edge of the
stage with stuffed bears and other assorted gifts during
"Teddy Bear". The pace of the songs is almost always
picked up a little from the way Elvis did them tradition
ally, and Haney does them all: "Don't Be Cruel", "Way
I Down", "My Way", "Burning
I Love", "Can't Help Falling in
I Love", occasionally interjecting
I an introduction, but usually mov- PHOTOS BY ALAN ULMER
I ing right from one tune to the next. A tight show with
I a tight band.
"Anybody wanna scarf?" Screamsfrom the crowd.
"What are you gonna dowith it?"The girl behind me
I says, "I'm gonna go fight for one", and she joins the
I battle in her Hill Haney's Honey tee shirt. Only once
I does the crowd quieten down when Haney announces
I the gospel song "How Great Thou Art".The blue light
bathes his standing figure. With uplifted head and closed eyes, he sings the
first verse and chorus. The band builds to a faster beat with lots of horns and
before you know it he's "All Shook Up" and doing a quick medley of "Whole
Lotta Shakin"',"Hound Dog",and "BlueSuede Shoes".
One of the highlights of theshow is Haney'sversion of the famous "Trilo
gy", andone of thehighlights of the"Trilogy'' isthe rebelflag scarf.Standing
with his back to theaudience, the beaded eagle shining in the bright lights, he
raises hisarms. "Glory, glory hallelujah", his voice is strong and the band be
hind him all the way. The excitement builds. He turns, grabs the scarf from
around his neck and flingsit to the screaming audience. A kid on hisfather's

shoulders grabs the prizeand is quick
ly brought to the ground by over-eager
fans. It's the buttle hymn alright!
"That's Alright" closes the .show wilh
loyal fans still screaming and shouting
"Welcome home. Bill, we love you!"
Backstage for at least an hour
after the show. Bill signs autographs
and talks to his fans. There are I wo
huge birthday cakes in the dressing
room. Cami, Bill's 17 year old daugh
ter, tells me his38th birthday had been
July 22nd. Finally, right before the\
were locking usall out of the Coliseum,
Bill Haney comes back lor a quick in
terview.
Haney 's career as a singing star
started back in 1963 when he wasasked
i to standin for a lead singer who couldn't make the show.
"Doing Elvissongs was byrequest. People always thought
I sounded similar to him sothey would ask me todo this
song or thatsong.'' I askedif he was a big Elvis fan back
then. Hepaused a minuteand said, "No. I liked him, just
like I liked Jerry Lee and everybody elsethat was in mu
sic, but I'd say I probablygot more involved with Elvis
by peopleconstantly coming up and saying, 'you remind
me of Elvis' or 'you sound like Elvis' and they would re
quest songs and I would learn •
them as they requested them. I •
|
never did try to sound like him;
it was just afreaky thing. I just I
did the songs the way they wereI
supposed togo."
When did he first start the I
Elvis imitation? Bill interruptsI
me there. "First of all, it's not an I
imitation, because I don't try toI
do like Elvis. I dress with the 1
dress, what the heck, you know, it's similar. It's not the
same, but it's similar. An imitator sets out tosound, to
act, to dress, everything like a person, you know, and I'm
not a good imitator because I never did study his moves,
his voice, never studiedanything. I just go up there and
do it. To meit's just Bill Haney doing Elvis' tunes and
directing the band,and that's all I'm doing. I'm not really
doing anything Elvis did."That was that. I believed him
because I had come specifically to compare him to Elvis
and I had forgotten to compare.
Family and friends wander in and out, packing things
!up and congratulating Bill on a good show. He tells me
that the demand for his act has skyrocketed since Elvis'
death. "I'vealways done things myself, you know, with
ia little help from my friends." (Big smile.) "But it's got
ten too big to go on like that 'cause we're playing some
big places now.'' (There were 8,000at the Cow Palace in
San Francisco.) "I really enjoy the work. Weget up there
.
_ land I forget about all the problems.We just have a good
(
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By Suzanne Phelps

By Gordon Alexander

I

n a week that found all hearts
throbbing to the beat of Mick
Jagger and the Rolling Stones,
Chuck Berry brought his rock and roll
revue to the Mid-South Coliseumand
proved that he didn't need a packed
house to charm the crowd out of its
seats and onto the dance floor. Had
the Stones borne witness to the man
from whom theyand other contempo
rary rock stars have borrowed so heav
ily, it is likely they would have taken
both Memphis and themselves to task
for the near-empty concert hall and
their own indecent exposure.
Stone Blue, a hard-rocking local
trio, opened the evening's entertain
ment with a commendable stage per
formance, but provided few thrills other
than some fine vocal work by their
drummer, whose singing style bound
ed back and forth between that of Bob
Seger and the late Otis Redding. To
wards the end of the set, he even dared
to deliver an excellent vocal reminis
cence of Redding's "I've Been Loving
You Too Long". The second of three
i scheduled opening acts, Memphian
Tony Joe White, offered a tolerable
but uninspired arrangement of mate
rial, mumbling his way through half a
dozen tunes, including hisown "Polk
Salad Annie" and "Rainy Night in
Georgia", recorded by Brook Benton.
During White's interpretationof Rainy
Night, a member of the audiencegoodnaturedly yells, "Two out of fifteen
ain't bad." Tony Joe is not amused. He
closes with a song written "forall those
people who do that dance called the
Alligator, for all you swampers out
there." Evidently there are few "swamp
ers" in the crowd, as White's recep
tion is lukewarm at best.
Chuck Berry, dressed in fire-engine
red bell bottoms, black and silver mod
design shirt, white shoes, and holding
a giant guitar that matches his slacks,
listens while the emcee nervously in
forms the gathering that Carl Perkins
has not yetshown up, pessimistically
concluding, "I hope he keepshis com
mitment." Berry nonchalantly strides
over to keep abreast of the situation
and is given a standing ovation by the
predominantly middle-aged crowd.
Smiling, waving, he acknowledges the
tribute, reacting to the tardiness of
the man who penned "Blue Suede
Shoes" for Elvis by leaning over the
microphone and pledging to his fans
that "one monkey don'tstop no show."
Without fanfare, he plugsinto his amp
and opens with "Roll Over, Beetho
ven", one of 12 numbers he will exe
cute in the course of a 50-minute set
with no encore. Berry is joinedonstage
by his own personal bass player and

POLK
SALAD,
BLUE
SUEDE
SHOES,
AND
A
BROWNEYED
HAND
SOME
MAN
' Maybellene, why can't you be true, you done started back doing the things you used to do.
the drummer,guitarist and keyboard
player from Stone Blue. It isa ploy the
veteran rock and roller has used over
the years; the opening act reverently
consents to their role as the master's
back-up band and the master is com
pensated by minimizing the sometimes
heavy expenseof going out on theroad.
The 52year-old entertainer buildsthe
confidence of his fledglings by allow
ing each a soloon their respective in
struments, shouting to the crowd, "Is
that alright? Is that alright?" Berry's
own vocals and guitar work have lost
little of their potency, as he belts out
"Sweet Little Sixteen"and "No Par
ticular Place to Go". He delights the
responsive crowd with theannounce
ment that "I believe we're tuned up
enough now to open the show. We'll
open with a little 'Nadine'." Using the
fluid motions that have become trade
marks of his craft, he continually adlibs between songs, jokes withthe mem
bers of the band and freezes poses,
rubber band legsand all. With a look
that seemsto say,"Do you wanna see
it?", heteases with a bit of his patent
ed "duck walk", gliding cross-stage
in a crouched position, his guitar a
weapon of sorts. It sends the audience
into an absolute frenzy. This is what
they have laid down their money for.

Chuck undoubtedly enjoys the ironies anger. They want to see Chuck rock
of performing to an audience that en some more. He relents."Do you wan
compasses fans from three different na see us quit?""No!" "Doyou wanna
generations. At the conclusions of a see us play? Right here?" "Yes!" "All
Jimmy Reed composition, a kid out night?" "Yes!" "Well alright!" goes
front screams out for "Maybellene". the exchange. After a few complimen
the 1955 million-seller that catapulted tary verses of "Reelin' and Rockin'",
Berry to the top of the charts. Chuck he leavesthe stage, triumphantly wav
shades his eyes from the stage lights, ing his red guitar above his head in a
peers into the crowd and exclaims, final farewell.
Despite organized pleading from
"The dude was 1 when the song was
the crowd for Chuck to return, he re
out!"
The evening has turned into a fuses, clearing the way for Carl Per
good old-fashioned house party with kins, who in the interim has finally
Chuck's fans dancing, clapping their made it to the hall. His introduction
hands and singing choruses with the brings a few scattered boos and more
band. Berry steps to the microphone shouts of "wewant Chuck!" but to no
during the course of "Johnny B. avail. Perkinss^ts up with his 4-piece
Goode" only to find that the crowd group, trying to salvage a portion of
has stolen hisvocal. "Go, Johnny, Go," the excitement the portly, graying
they scream at thestage. The maestro artist had hope to generate. He
turns to bassist Jim Marsella with an does his most well-known tunes, "Ho
implied "Did you hear that?", shak ney Don't", "Matchbox", and "Blue
ing his head indisbelief. Gauging the Suede Shoes", but the broken sequence
exuberant mood of the audience, he of events Jias stolen his thunder. The
decides on anextended version of the spark is there, but pales incomparison
duck walk, and again it kills 'em dead. to the electrifying performance of his
In keeping with tradition, Berry closes predecessor. "Comeon, Carl, you show
his set with "Reelin' and Rockin'", a 'em!" offers a supporter from the au
sexually-suggestive hit recorded in dience, but it is all too little and too
1972. When he tells those assembled late. Chuck Berry has knocked 'em
that "we gotta go", he is greeted by dead this particular evening and there
disappointed groans and borderline is nohope of bringing them back tolife.
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Album
Reviews

Fashioned Love" will not be as readi
ly acceptable to Popaudiences, but it
is a minor masterpiece just the same
Royce and Jeannie's vcx:als blend beau
tifully in a singing style that soars
throughout the album. The musical
themes deviate little from the cheatin'/lost love genre, yet the sparselyreinforced rhythm section and the
stunning harmonies make "Old-Fash
ioned Love" uniquely appealing. In
cestuous country music for the whole
family. Rated PG.

By Tom O'Neil
BOBDYLAN
"Street Legal"
There is nothing legal about this re
cord. The man so justly revered asthe
poet laureate of the 60's now seems
to place more emphasis on quantity
than quality. First impressions indi
cated that erasing the soul chorus and
phasing out just about every sideman
might isolate Dylan and his acoustic
guitar, making for a respectablerecord
album. I was wrong. The songs on
"Street Legal" are pretentious, over
produced and very hollow. Shades of
"Self-Portrait".
Usually, constant touring will
tighten any rock and roll unit, but in
Dylan's case, I'm afraid he's losing
his perspective. He hasconstantly re
worked and over-worked his material
(I've personally heard five versions
of "Baby Let Me Follow You Down"),
thrown himself into a much maligned
movie project ("Renaldo and Clara")
and taken a Presley-type stance in re
cent concertappearances. One source
acknowledges the fact that Bob was
wowed by Neil Diamond's revue at
Caesar's Palace in Vegas. Need we
say more?
Dylan obviously needs another
two or three-year hiatus in the moun
tains or anywhere, for that matter.
No more of this nonsense, Bob. "De
sire" wasn't very good and "Street
Legal" is awful. The next Dylan LP
will be a masterpiece; you can bank
on it. That's the way he works.

ELVIS
Collectors' Series
15 Golden Records — 30 Gold
Hits
RCA Victor, honoring the first anni
versary of his death, has released fif
teen of Elvis' best singles with sleeves
adorned with photos from the year he
recorded the particular selection. Most
of the hits were cut during the years
1958 through 1962, including "Love
Me Tender", "Hound Dog", "Don't
Be Cruel", et al.; yet there are later
classics, "Suspicious Minds" and "In
the Ghetto"among the best.
In all, fifteen 45's(30 sides) come
specially wrapped for your enjoyment
in a black and gold box. None are sold
separately. Fifteen dollars and some
change is not too steepconsidering the
material included in the collection.
Arguably the best Elvis Greatest Hits
package to hit the market in the year
since his passing.

TOM ROBINSON BAND
"Power in theDarkness"
After rising tothe heights of the Eng
lish Popcharts, theT.R.B. hasreleased
a double LP that includes all their pre
vious English material on 45 and E.P.
Prior to thisalbum, the single, "2-4-6-8
Motorway" was a dismal failure state
side, but a number one hit in the U.K.
ALEX CHILTON
The song is a natural, with a driving
Bangcock/Can't Seem to Make guitar-drum sound and perfectly in
ane lyrics. This is not meant to critiYouMine
Well, the guy who proved just how
much damage Looney Zoo did to the
children of Memphis, Alex Chilton,
aka Box Tops/Big Star, is back with
a new single and folks, it's just the tip
of the iceberg.
Clocking in at a meager one mi
nute and fifty-eight seconds, "Bangcock" is over just when it seems to be
picking up steam. However, on the flip
side, Alex shines on a brilliant rendi
tion of the old Sky Saxon tune, "Can't
Seem to Make You Mine". This is
possibly the best update of 10 yearold material presently on the market;
Chilton makes the songhis own using
unique phrasing techniques and his
own patented guitar break.
Those of you who need this record,
available on Fun, a New York-based
label, probably already have it in your
collection. Those who think they don't
care to listen might give ita spin and
think twice. Good,solid rock and roll.

THEKENDALLS
Old-Fashioned Love
She's very youngand pretty and he's
over 40 and a bit on the hefty side.
They wail awayon cheatin'songs like
they really mean it. Not unusual for a
country duo. Only she's not just his
partner in song, but his daughter as
well. Sounds naughty, but who cares.
This LPis straightcountry music with
heavy crossover appeal. The Kendalls
have hit with "Heaven's Just a Sin
Away", "It Don't Feel Like Sinnin'
to Me", and did quite well this year
with "Pittsburgh Stealers". "Old-

Robinson

cize, because true rock 'n roll has no
time for lyrics, at least no time to sit
down for a closer inspection.
The Tom Robinson Band delivers
maximum rock. Very basic, very raw
and highly unusual.Tom Robinson is
gay. He has been quoted as saying he
abhors politics; but songs like "Glad
to Be Gay", "Decide Which Side
You're On" and "Up Against the
Wall" are strong arguments against
that hypothesis. Nevertheless, Robin
son's sexual preferences and political
stance in no way interfere with the
music itself. Radio programmers
dropped this like a hot potato after a
first reading of the liner notes, but
the LP is available in record shops all
over the country.
If you're a fan of contemporary
British, straight-ahead rock and roll,
or the ElvisCostello-Nick Lowe axis,
this one's foryou.

_

Off the
Record
By Gordon Alexander
Ann Peebles' new release l< >r 11i/Cream,
"I Didn't Take Your Man. You Gave
Him to Me" from the "Handwriting
on the Wall" LP on the charts,as well
asO.V. Wright's "The Bottom Line"
and rockers Snail with an album ol
the same name, all produced by Mi's
anchor man, Willie Mitchell. Bill Can
trell behind the board at American
Music Recording with Paper Castle,
with plans to change the name of the
group.Fred Jordan producing t heJacksonians and the Reverend Al Green
himself using his studioto finalize Ins
second American Music LP, wit h Some
dynamic vocal backing trom a newlysigned trio.
Larry Raspberry back in t in' stu
dio, this time around at, the newlyconstructed Daily Planet facilities over,
at Shoe Productions. Also using demo
time, Eclipse and Jaguar. Randy and
the Radiants' premier single for ABC.
"I Need a Vacation ", out on the mar
ket. Rick Christian readying solo ef
fort for Mercury titled "I Don't Need
You". Richard Orange, formerly of
ZuiderZee, in the midst of demos, with
Pat Taylor on vocals and production
assistance from Bobby Manuel, also
a Daily Planet production. Studio vet
erans Rhodes, Chalmers and Rhodes
in at Shoe for sessions. Joyce Cobb
set to perform once again with the
loosely-knit musical ensemble known
as TheShoe Band.
Booking timeover at Ardent, Ed
die Floyd, Bar-Kays, Chris Bell, Oscar
Perry, Sid Selvidge and Brenda Pat
terson and the Roadmasters. Sam Phil
lips Recording with sessions in the
works on Mike Ladd. "Handsome Jim
my Valiant, and Doug McQuay. Jerry
Phillips going over material with
Smead Hudman and Austin Johnson,
co-authors of Barry White's "Playing
Your Game, Baby". The Phillips fam
ily hoping to havesome input into the
restoration of the old Sun studios at
706 Union, recently purchased by Gray
Line Tours, Inc.
Keith Sykes in Miami, working
with Jerry Jeff Walker on hisdebut al
bum for Electra/Asylum. Walker with
a version of Sykes' "I'm Not Strange"
on tape, with additional Sykes' tunes
a possibility. ABS pulling "Ask Her"
off Danny Green's "Night Dog" LP.
Alex Chilton with new record out from
New York-based Fun label entitled
"Bangcock". Flipside is a cover of Sky
Saxon and the Seeds' "Can't Seem to
Make You Mine". Not yet available
at your local record store. The Settlers
to premier new album on the Butterbean label called "Live at Trader
Dick s . Coon Elder, after leaving
Brenda Patterson and the group, in
Muscle Shoals with Memphian Travis
Womack for productionof solo tapes.
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Here's one for
all you boppers
out there.
T

THE BUDDY HOLLY STORY. Directed by Steve Rash. Screenplay by Robert
Gittler. Produced by Fred Bauer. ColumbiaPictures.

he Buddy Holly Story begins
in a roller rinkin Lubbock, Tex
as. Bored with the unimagina
tive task of trying to pacify the locals
with the country and western Muzak
of the day, Buddy Holly, played
by Gary Busey, decides to rock with
one of his own compositions, gambling
that the radio station, taping the show
will not cut him and his band off theair.
It is a gesture reminiscent of Elvis upping the tempo on the early "Milkcow
Blues Boogie", when he stops in midsentence and says, "Hold it, fellas,
that don't move. Let's get real, real
gone for a change." When Holly 's 3piece group, played by drummer Don
Stroud and string bassist Charles
Martin Smith, cut loose on
"Rock Around with Ollie Vee," it
is an act of anarchy that soon has
the kids bopping to the new
beat and the radio station deluged
with calls from angry advertisers who
want to know what the hell is going
on. Sunday morning finds this "new
music" the topic of the day in the
small, Texas town. Holly is cross-ex
amined by his parents, reprimanded
by the local disc jockey and scolded
by the preacher in the pulpit, who as
sures his congregation that Holly and'
his cronies are a very real threat to
the moral fabric of the community.
The minister's remarks, which refer
to the new sound as "jungle music",
suggest that the real concern among
the townspeople stemsnot from a mor
al standpoint, but from a racial one.
Young white boys playing colored mu
sic for the enjoyment of their sons and
daughters is indeed a hard pill toswal
low.
The tape of the roller rink cuts has
a producer interested enough to invite
the boys to Nashville for a recording
session. Once there, the band is con
fronted by a man in the control booth
who tries to coax a slow, countrified
version of "That'11 Be theDay " out of
Holly, but he will have no part of it.
Race onceagain rears its ugly head as
the exasperated producer informs Hol
ly and his soon-to-be Crickets that
"We don't make nigra music here''
Buddy punches him out and the trio
storms out of the studio and back to
Lubbock. Without contacting its au
thor, "That'll Be the Day" has been
pressed and distributed by Coral Re
cords in New York and is selling like
hotcakes. Holly first learns of the news
when he is called to the phone from the
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practice garageat the back of his home.
It is a superbly caricatured deejay
from Buffalo, New York, who has bar
ricaded himself in the booth with the
new Holly smash, threatening to play
the tune 24-hours running. The scene
falters whenpolice andfire department
personnel are summoned by the sta
tion manager. With axes in hand, they
chop down the door and fall in upon
one another like latter-day versions
of the Keystone Cops.
Imagine the surprise of Coral Re
cords' receptionist, later to become
Holly's screenwife, and its suave,bald
ing exec when Buddy Holly and the
Crickets arrive at the New York of
fices. "We thought you were a black
group," admits the president of the
company. A discussion of contracts
and money turns to artisticcontrol of
Holly's material. Threatening to go
to take his tapes to a competitive re
cord label, the young singer demands
total freedom in the studio. "I'm the
producer of the band,"he says defiant
ly. "I havesay so overeverything that
happens and that's it." The band is
too hot a property to lose. A hand
shake closes the deal. Always out of
step with tradition, Buddy, Jesse and
Ray Bob are booked into Harlem's
Apollo Theatre for a week's gig with
King Curtis and Sam Cooke.The thea
tre manager agrees to allow them the
dubious distinction of being the first
white performers to play the Apollo,
but not without some reservations. "1
can see it now," he moans, '"White
Man Lynched in Harlem'." A fewwords
of encouragement from Sam Cooke,
who has just finished his show with
"You Send Me",and the curtainsopen
to an instantly subdued sea of black
faces. Holly guardedly steps to the
microphone. "Well, we weren'texpect
ing you, either." Without further ado,
they tear into "Oh Boy". "It's So
Easy" has the audienceclapping their
hands to a musical message that tran
scends the barriers of race.By the time
the group finishes with "Rave On",
the crowdis out in the aisles,dancing
as King Curtis throws his support to
the youngupstarts when he joins them
onstage fora soloon his sax. TheCrick
ets rock out of control. The audience
loves it.Buddy lovesit.
Holly's career takes off. He mar
ries hisgirlfriend, Maria Elana Santi
ago, tours with thelikes of Chuck Ber
ry and Fats Domino ondeejay turned
rock and roll promoter Alan Freed's

By Gordon Alexander
Caravan of Stars, and settles into the
life of a major star, moving into an
apartment in Greenwich Village. Soon
the Crickets have an aching in their
hearts for the wide open spaces of Tex
as, but Buddy, beset by the realities
of the music business, arguesfor New
York asa home base:The boysare not
persuaded. Theysplit ina car dealer's
showroom as Jesse and Ray Bob aban
don their old friend, who sits behind
the wheel of a brand-new 1959 silver
Cadillac convertible. A brief reconcili
ation is arranged for theband's debut
on the Ed Sullivan Show. Theremain
ing two-thirds of the group stumble
in to meet Holly at the theatre, drunkenly oblivious to his earlier request
that they rehearse once more before
going before the television cameras.
Jesse tells him, "I'll probably play
better." A freak accident, in which
Holly's front tooth is accidently knocked
out, forces him to repair the damage
with a pack of Chicklets gum and go
on with the show.After an understand
ably subdued version of "Maybe Ba
by", the three wander listlessly back
to the dressing room, and without so
many words, decideto callit quits.

Gary Busey as Buddy Holly
Coral Records, apprehensive of
Buddy's decision toembark on a solo
career, succeeds in its persuasion that
the 22 year-old singer go back on the
road, leaving his pregnant wife, Elana,
to languish through another winter
in New York. Their parting moments
are remembered later by Holly as he
opens hislast liveperformance in Ma
son City, Iowa, with "True Love Ways",
a beautiful ballad which he has fully
orchestrated with the helpof a string
section that seems painfully out of
place in contrast to the raw,powerful
rhythm section of the Crickets. Strap
ping on his Fender Stratocaster, he
warns the crowd, "Now get ready,
we 're gonnaplay some rock and roll.''
His last live performances include
''That '11 Be theDay", "Oh Boy", "Peg
gy Sue", "Maybe Baby", and "Not
Fade Away". The Crickets return to

New York, sheepishly admitting to
Elana that they yearn to get thegroup
back together again, but it is toolate.
Holly, Richie Valens and the Big Bopper are killed in a plane crash outside
of Clear Lake, Iowa, while flying to
the next night's concert in FargoMoorhead, Minnesota.
The Buddy Holly Story, while not
a milestone in the history of the rock
movie, is nonetheless an important
film. Unlike Elvis, who died a slow,
agonizing death before50 million fans,
Holly enjoys the hero-worship that
tends to accompany all legends who
are taken from their public at the very
peak of their careers. The film's great
est failure lies in its mythical treat
ment Of the man himself, not to men
tion the numerous liberties taken by
the producers with certain situations
and events surrounding his brief, me
teoric rise to stardom. Due to this por
trayal of Holly as some type of paper
back hero who slays the dragon, gets
the girl, and disappears in a blaze of
glory, there are no tears, no pervading
sense of loss when the three rock and
roll stars are pronounced dead in an
Iowa cornfield, February 3,1959. Un
like you and I, thecelluloid Buddy Hol
ly isa man unencumberedby the every
day human frailties that separate the
leading man from thecast of thousands.
This is understandable considering
the rights to the film were owned by
Buddy's widow, Maria Elana, who
steadfastly refused to lend her approv
al to any effort which might have in
some way tarnished the Holly image.
To hercredit, it was she whodemanded
that no "name" actor be given the
starring role, thereby setting the
stage for a more in-depth studyof the
Holly genius rather than a cinematic
box-office game of topical personali
ties.
The most important contribution
of the Buddy HollyStory is the music
itself and the refreshing news that the
trio of Busey (guitar), Stroud (drums)
and Smith (bass) opted to perform
their own vocals and musical accom
paniment insteadof gutlessly lip-synch
ing the compositions toa pre-recorded
soundtrack. Unlike theglut of synthet
ic rock musicals beingchurned out of
the Hollywood backlots by creative
zombies like Robert Stigwood, who
has given ussuch clunkersas "Satur
day Night Fever", "Grease"and "Sgt.
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band",
The Buddy Holly Story has the guts
and unadorned excitement that makes
a mockery of such uninspired techni
cians as Travolta and the Bee Gees.
When Busey and the boys take the
stage, all textbook critiques are quick
ly forgotten. They rock, they roll, they
pump up their screen and theatre audi
ences with a determination that seems
to say, "We mean business". In anera
of contrived entertainment, that is
quite anaccomplishment.
Now playing at the Park Theatre.
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Films
Meviegoing has become hazar
dous to the intellect. Too much of a
certain product, like sequels or
remakes, can produce the kind of tor
por previously associated with a diet
of rice and beans.
As if a fake fish three years ago
weren't enough, now we are
questionably treated to one that
.looks even more fake and, in spite of
jerking a helicopter into the water
and chewing up assorted waterskiers
and other briny devotees, it has less
"bite" than the first one. No one in
the audinece seems as frightened in
"Jaws 2" as in "Jaws." Maybe they
know that old thing being pulled
through the water is the result of
technology and special effects.
Missing is a sense of puzzle and ap
prehension. Also missing is a sense of
pace on the part of the director, Jeannot Swarcz. His scenes lack the
building suspense this kind of film
needs.
Roy Schneider and Lorraine
Gary are back as the warning-giving
chief of police and his stalwart wife.
Also back is Murray Hamilton as the
mayor of Amity, that now famous
beach resort under attack by yet
another hungry shark.
An interesting sidelight of
"Jaws 2" is the pre-release publicity
that told us this sequel would focus
on a female shark who also was
pregnant. Neither that particular
gender nor motherhood are men
tioned in thefilm.
"Jaws 2" is currently surfacing
at the Raleigh Springs Cinema and
the Paramount.
"Jaws 2" is currently surfacing at the
Raleigh Springs Cinema and the Para
mount.
In the remake market, "Heaven
Can Wait", a tenant at the Malco Quar
tet and U ASouthbrook 4, isthe kind of
generous Pablum that is carefully
calculated to offend no one. It's a safe
kind of film, one that takes only the
chances that are already tried, true
and successful. Based on "Here
Comes Mr. Jordan," a 1941 work
with Robert Montgomery, the
present version has Warren Beatty,
who also wrote the screenplay with
Elaine May and co-directed with
Buck Henry, as well as producing.
When Beatty makes a movie, he
touches all bases. Asa football player
untimely benched, Beatty gets a
chance toget intoanother body, since
his has been cremated. He winds up
in that of a wealthy man whose wife
(Dyan Cannon) and male secretary
(Charles Grodin) are working
overtime to get their husband/boss
shuffled off to wherever. There's
also Julie Christie, with tight
ringlets, as an ecology-oriented
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by Howell Pearre
crusader; Jack Warden as a football
coach; and James Mason and Buck
Henry as heavenly officials who
don't seem to know what todo with a
space soul.
The film has a rather pleasant air
about it; but one leaves the theatre
with a bland feeling, like spaghetti
with no sauce. Beatty is barely
adequate; Grodin and Cannon are
wasted; and Mason and Henry look
as if they came in to check on the
time.
For anyone with fond memories
of "National Velvet, "'1nternational
Velvet" is an abomination. Oh, let's
face it. It's an abomination in every
way, whether you remember the
original or not. This time, we are
exposed to Tatum O'Neal, who is so
tight-lipped and intense, you fully
expect her to explode. As her aunt,
the fabled Velvet, Nanette Newman
is so frantically hyperactive, she
comes on like a drunk Hedda Gabbler
in a bad musical farce. Velvet is
played by Christopher Plummer in a
manner that makes contempt an
acting art.
There's a lotof British scenery, a
lot of horses and not much else. It's
an overlong film, written and
directed by Bryan Forbes. The
dialogue is cretinous and the
direction is sluggishness reduced toa
crawl.
"International Velvet" is play
ing at the PlazaCinema.

Theater
Death has become commercially
successful in the American theatre.
It was rather inevitable-, with all
the books about various persons who
claim to have medically or legally
died and then been revived and have
told about their experiences of
"death."
We have even had this to seep
over into the cinema, with such
twaddle as Burt Reynolds in "The
End," one of the most outrageously
self-indulgent messes ever to unfold
from a projector; and "Heaven Can
Wait," a more or less sweetened ver
sion of what theGreat Beyond is like,
which also manages to capture
another niche since it is a remake, a
category very dear to the hearts of
movie producers these days. Sequels
would be right up there, too.
"The Shadow Box" was one of
the firstof these death plays of recent
seasons to achieve popular as well as
critical notice, starting with a
California presentation and winding
up in New York and bringing a Pulit
zer Prize to Michael Cristofer, its ac
tor-author. Currently on the Broad
way scene is"Da" by Hugh Leonard,
which deals with a man's coming to
terms with his deceased father.
Ronald Ribman's "Cold Storage"

tried twice in the past season or so to
make a case for the joys of living
through a terminalailment.
Last month, I lie Lit tieTheatre at
Theater Memphis presented a hold
over, sold-out production of "The
Shadow Box," in a mounting by
Jerry Chipman that gave us some
very fine moments in a play that is
not always as sure-footed as its
language would haveus believe.
Cristofer's plotless drama
focuses on three fatally ill patients
who are living in cottages at one of
those desperately clever kinds of
hospitals that could only exist in
California. Beyond encounters with
their families, in which the dialogue
recounts incidents from the past,
some risible, some not, thecharacters
make the sort of changes that are
more emotionally playable than
psychologically profound. "The
Shadow Box" is an actor's play and
the building of scenes is what makes
it a fiery vehiclefor talented persons.
Director Chipman has been fortunate
in this respect.
Major performing duties were
done by Lou Franceschini as a man
whose impending death was being
kept from his small son by his wife,
glowingly played by Karen Mason, As
a couple, Miss Mason and Fran
ceschini had an easy charm with
each other that came across in the
half-serious bickering they indulged
in, blaming each other and the world
in general for the unrealized things of
the past. They were most effective in
a very difficult stretch of play writing
in which the wife refuses toaccept the
state of things as they pertain to her
husband's health. Miss Mason was
the star of this segment and her
highly charged playing had a deep
reality about it that made it both
relevant and touching.
As a wise-cracking, debonair
man sharing a cottage with his male
lover, Bennett Wood was caught up
in a line delivery that was too rapid.
This decreasedone's fondness for the
kind of man he was portraying, since
he seemed too glib to worry, so why
should we? He redeemed this, though
in the latter part of the evening, with
a more controlled delivery and
thereby a more concentrated perfor
mance. As hisconsort, Steve Roberts
was an interesting study in mixed
reasoning, puzzled over whether to
love for profit or love for love. Kathy
Hardy Newman wasgabby and leggy
in the role of Wood's ex-wife, a
drunken, abusive but nevertheless
concerned woman.
The
remaining
cottage's
inhabitants were played by Barbara
Turner and Jo Lynne Palmer as a
crabby old woman and her devotedto-a-fault daughter. Miss Palmer had
a marathon monologue that she han
dled well enough to keep the maudlin
aspect of itfrom gettingout of hand.
The setting designed by Michael

Connable has some good playing
areas and the levels gave it a sense of
spaciousness.
Jerry Chipman s direction was
95 per cent faultless, the remaining
five per cent being the playwright's
not knowing where the ending was.
The semi-choral treatment of the last
minutes was a bad way to finish a lot
of good that had come before.
"The Shadow Box" was a very
depressing evening but the glow of
some of the performances was suf
ficient to light up some of the gloom
that the author had spread about
with too heavya hand.
"The King is a Fink!" is the
second installment in Playhouse On
the Square's summer of original
Memphis musicals.
Originally produced last October
at Memphis State University, it has
book and lyrics by Keith Kennedy
and a score by George Caldwell, and
is based on the comic strip, "The
Wizard of Id."
This production has been staged
by Gary Gibber and his method is
somewhat like that of miniature
parading: actors enter Impressively,
stay onstage fora while and thenexit
in a rather formal manner. A minor
attempt at a running gimmick in
volves using the top of an electricpiano as a bar, with various charac
ters stoppingfor a snortduring times
of stress and woe. A lot of activity
takes places at various windows and
doors of a castle facade, and the
musicians occupy a space behind a
portion of it.
Adapter Kennedy has chosen to
cast the verse of the lyrics in rhymed
couplets. There are 21 songs, with a
tiny amount of dialogue, most of
which is also in rhyme; so, what we
have isa very rigid poetic form for the
evening. It's too much and the same
sounds tend toovercome us.
In addition to a new son-g,
"We're Idiots," there has been some
rearranging of musical numbersfrom
the MSU production to the present
one. Some characters have new
names, too, and the move from the
bigger stage in the university's
Speech and Drama Building to the
smaller one at the Playhouse has not
been a successful one.
Sir Dudley, Hortense, the King
and the Wizard, amongothers, will be
familiar to those who follow the Ab
bott and Costello mentality of the
comic strip. Mark DeBacco, Stephen
Foster, Berneta Farmer, Mark John
son and Leila Boyd are impressively
antic as the evening unfolds and
composer Caldwell performs double
duty as leader of the band and
singing therole of theMinstrel.
"The King Is A Fink!" has a
somewhat pleasant, prankish air
about it but it needs more than the of
fhand production at the Playhouse to
make itwork.
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DavidSpicer Reviews
In the past two years spent as editor of a local press journal, I have been
the recipient of scores of publications, ranging from thought-provoking
literary magazines to mundane tabloids. Thecommon bond shared by these
variant media forms is the fact that they invariably rely upon funding by
local, state or federal agencies. Sad to say, most of the material therein is, at
best, "sophmoric,"using thewords of oneself-effacing editor.
Once in a while, a book surfaces that contradicts either or both of the
afore-mentioned shortcomings. Such an example is Memphis Mosaics, a
collection of creative endeavors by students from theMemphis Public School
System. Memphis Mosaics isand exquisite example of the efforts of a group
of kids who are unfettered by the labels "poet" or "artisan." Now comes the
disheartening news that books such as these areto bediscontinued because of
a "lack of funds." In other words, the project is being cut from the school
budget. What can be done to rectify this unfortunate situation? Perhaps a
possible solution is to present examples of work from Mosaics and let them
speak for themselves. The creative efforts of these youngsters is not only
refreshing in tone, it is an important outlet from which they can escape the
problems andpressures ofeveryday life.
If the following succeed in illustrating the need for such community
projects, register your feelings with a card or letter to: Public Information,
Memphis CitySchools, 2597 AveryAvenue, Memphis,TN, 38112.
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Greg Hanission
Grade 2
Ridgeway

THE GIGGLY WIGGLES
I've got the wiggly-wiggles today
And I can't sit still;
The teacher says she'll have to find
A stop-me-wiggle pill.
I've got the giggly-giggles today
And I can't tell you why;
But if Tommy burps one more time
I'll laugh until I die.
I've got to stamp my wiggles out
And hold my giggles in;
Because wiggling is for gigglers
And gigglers never win.
Stuart Sanders
Grade 5
Richland

I AM THE GHETTO

I am the ghetto.
I am the sore spot of the city.
People want to kill me 'cause I'm not very pretty.
People abuse me just to use their fellow man.
But I'm not at fault, I'm just part of a plan.

Wintrell Pittman
Grade 11
B. T. Washington

I am the ghetto, heartless and cold,
I cause disaster, for I'm a rat-infested hole.
Junkies use me as a place to get a fix.
Pimps use me as a place to sell their tricks.
I make the rules, I have command,
But I'm not at fault, I'm just part of a plan.

PAP PAW
Touch! Oh your touch —
You morbid thing!
No longer are you man.
You no longer are
How soft, smooth, yet
the Pappaw I love; the
how firm you feel —
warm, loving, kind man I know.
You are a marble statue.
You are only a body,
You imposture! You appear as my Pappaw, but
an empty one, too.
you are not him; you cannot possibly be him!
For the soul, the very
OH! I know! You must of once been Pappaw.
spark of life
That'body I saw, I felt — It was you,
has vanished.
yet you are no longer body.
What is left? Nothing, but
The body grows feeble, but the soul
a lonely, used body.
remains strong
How pale you appear!
. . . therefore, the soul must leave to find refuge.
You, who were never without
Laurie McCallen
a kind word, a smile,
Grade 12
flushed cheeks, freckles,
Hillcrest
a big heart, That Pipe!

I am the ghetto, I grab for your soul,
I want all, not a part, but the whole!
All of your money will have to be spent
To buy my food, clothes, and rent.
I'll try to destroy you in any way I can
But I'm not at fault, I'm just part of a plan.
I am the ghetto; I'm like a shadow at night.
I creep through the land, you run in fright.
But I'm still here, I'll never leave,
Until you stop wallowing in your greed.
You are the roots; the unknowing man
Who established this system; I'm a part of your plan.

James Burton
Grade 9
Hillcrest

Loretta Barr
Grade 11
Carver
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y knowledge of Nero is and
always has been fairly limit
ed, consisting of probably
no more than four or five hard facts
and twice that many vague impres
sions. As children, of course, we all
knew that Nero fiddled while Home
burned, but 1, at least, finished high
school assuming that he fiddled be
cause he was too effete and ineffectual
to do otherwise — thus the first fact
and the first impression.
Nero's fourth wifeand consort was
a stableboy of whom he became inor
dinately if briefly enamoured.That was
the second fact. It was dropped upon
me in the middle of one of the dullest
lectures in Ancient Civilization I had
to that point ever endured. As a wakerupper, it was enormously effective;
as a fact, it has never been worth much
up until now, except thatit did insure
my attention for the remaining hour
of the lecture and thereby was respon
sible for my acquiringmy other facts.
Nero did notfiddle because he was
a musician, poet, sculptor and toler

ably good painter (which he was) or
because he was ineffectual (which he
wasn't in the year 64 AD). He fiddled
because, while he probably did not ac
tually cause thecity to be torched, he
did realize theadvantages to begained
from allowing it to burn unchecked.
He fiddled, in other words, because
he honestly believed that, if Rome
were to survive as a city, the Chris
tians must be destroyed and the in
sulae cleared. The insulae (Latin word
for islands originally) were massive
public housing units rising sometimes
as high as four and five stories and
composed of single-family units...one
family to one room. The public welfare
system in Rome had for several dec
ades provided such housing for the
indigent thousands whoannually mi
grated from the rural provinces into
the Imperial City in search of eco
nomic security. Block after city block
had been bought by the government
and cleared away to make room for
more and more of the complexes until
the Rome of Augustus was reduced
to a shambles of filthy apartment
buildings. So long as theinsulae con
sumed most of the land within the
boundaries of theSeven Hills, solong
as the food doles drained the public
coffers, so long as Christianity threat
ened the Emperor's means with its
morality, there could never again be
civic greatness for Rome. It was (im
pression number three)a strokeof po
litical genius to abandon the insulae
and blame the Christians. Afterwards,

civil words
An investigation of the Memphis
Community Development program
has been promised by officials ol'the
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD), the
source of a recent $46 million grant to
city agencies. The promised hearings
come in response to charges that the
citizen's advisory board chosen to
screen projects for funding
inadequately represents the neigh
borhoods throughout thecity.
Richard D. Fleming, Deputy As
sistant Secretaryof HUD, responded
to a letter from an associationof neigh
borhood groups called ACORN (Asso
ciation of Community Organizations
for Reform Now) who contacted HUD
about the board membership. Fleming
said that the directorof the Knoxville
area office, Fred Debruhl, would con
duct hearings to determine the parti
cipation of citizens from low and mod
erate income areas in recommending
projects to be funded.
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the Aurea Domus, the Golden Palace goods to go around, not enough tax
of Nero, was built and the city was revenue to support everything, and
raised to its greatest heights of phys he accepted a solution when it came
ical beauty, but within four years Nero his way.
The last fact I remember from
was dead and shortly thereafter his
Golden Palace destroyed. Rome was my youth is that oneof my textbooks
said, "...the Senate and the priesthood,
ending.
The fourth fact was that there alike venal..."did not rise to the occa
were no heroes in Rome in the seventh sion. Not only did I remember; I also
decade AD. Therewere probably some looked it up again several days ago
heroic acts and certainly there were just to be sure1 could still quoteit ac
curately. I could. It had shaken meas
a youngster and itshakes mestill.
I drove by theSaints housing pro
ject on Volentinethe other day. I saw
the news photosof the Vance Avenue
Library cleared away. I stood on the
east side of Cooper and prayed while
my guts trembled. I even quipped to
myself that at least this time the fid
dles as well as thetown had burned. I
ducked my head with embarrassment
when the valor of a handful of women
who chose to stand their ground was
treated by the media as something
other than pitiable, and I noted also
the absence of heroes. But these are
• ILLUSIRAI ION BY MAHlASjUKLS
not heroic times, for there is no cause
some strong women...Agrippina, Oc- behind which a hero can rally us; there
tavia, Antonia...women who doggedly is no common, well-defined enemy out
chose to hold on to their own person side ourselves; there is no clear right
ality as long as they could, who knew and wrong; there is no longer enough
somehow that to survive without the for everyone to have equal shares of
ship is often worse than to go down everything. Thecity, as always, rests
with it. Probably (impression number on mutual vulnerability among con
four) then, there were no heroes be senting adults, and like any contract
cause those werenot heroic times; be among individuals, greed in any mem
cause, ironically, Nero was correct in ber is its naturalenemy.
many ways. There were not enough

By Jim Eaton

The makeupof the advisory group
has a radical effect on which directions
the money goes, asit considers which
projects arerecommended to the mayor
and City Council forfunding. The 39member board, asit now stands, con
sists of 10 members already on city
commissions, ninecity division direc
tors, four City Council members, six
member s-at-large, and 10 representa
tives chosen from neighborhood dis
tricts.
The majority of city employees
on the board may tend to set city pri
orities for thefederal funds rather than
reflect neighborhood needs, some feel.
According to Fleming, the federal
funds canbe usedfor a widevariety of
physical improvements and commu
nity services as long as the program
as a whole benefits low and moderate
income persons. HUD guidelines for
eligible projects leave considerable
authority to the city. However, the
funds must be spent to fulfill three

basic conditions: to address the needs
of low and moderate income people,
to prevent or eliminate slums, or to
meet an immediate need.
Of the more than 50applications
for neighborhood-recommended pro
jects received for consideration under
the Community Development Action
Grant program, onlythree were adopt
ed by the advisory committee. Another
14 projects endorsed for the $1.5 mil
lion Action Grant budget went to ser
vice agency projects, some of which
have been called into question by citi
zen groups.
According toCommunity Develop
ment literature, such grants "must
be critical, one-time projects which
will bring immediate relief to critical
problem areas". One such project in
question, now recommended for an
Action Grant of $50,000, is the reno
vation of the Girls' Club at 686 North
Seventh, the principal benefit of which
would be, quotingCD literature, that

"renovation would support nomina
tion to the National Register of His
toric Places".
The Housing and Community
Development Act of 1977 states that
a locality must provide citizens with
an adequate opportunity to partici
pate in the development, implementa
tion, and evaluation of the programs
funded, although the city government
itself has the final say in the recom
mendation.
Gwen Aswumb, director of the
city Community Development agency,
was alsodispleased with the advisory
group — as a whole.
"I wish we'd never decided to do
this," Ms. Aswumb said, referring to
the creation of the advisory board.
"It's not that I want to run thisthing
as I seeit, but I've got thecity on one
side and HUD on the other, and this
just makes itharder.''
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Should your organization
wish a listing within
The Dixie Flyer
contact: lim Eaton
Community Editor
P.O. Box 4074
Memphis, TN 38104

Evening of Soul . an evening of lool-slomping. soulstirring music". Aug. 25-Sept. 17. Performances lor
both plays: Wed.. I hur.. Fri.. and Sun. at 8 p.m. : 'Sal.
at 5:30 p. m. and 9:30p.m. I ickets $5 and $6
Circuit Playhouse -- 1947 Poplar. 725-5521.' i lie Chil
dren's Hour' . to Aug. 27. Performances. Fri.. Sal . and
Sun.. 8:30p.m.
1110 East Brooks Road.

FILMS

Main Library — 1850 Peabody at Mclean. :>,'o . dm
Friday Flics. 4 and 7:15 p m I ne Kid Biuinei Aug
11. a Harold Lloyd comedy. -Brie: hucjunlei
Aug.
18. a Noel Cowaid script ol a housewife and husband.,
bored by their respective spouses, who ipeel and dis
cover il doesni have to be that way. ien lirys I hat
. Shook the World". Aug. 25. made lo commemorate the
Bombay Bicycle Club — 2120 Madison, 726-6055.
tenth anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution by Sergei
Tues. - Sat., Tony Thomas Trio, pop and jazz, starting
Eisenstein, the most famous director ot the Russian ci
nema.
at 9 nightly. Through Aug.

NIGHTLIFE

Blues alley — 61 South Front, 523-7144. Mon. - Sat.,
Blues Alley All-Stars with Ma Rainey. No cover. Sun.,
Herman Green, jazz. $5 min.. through Aug.
Jefferson Square — 79 Jefferson, 523-1897. Paul
Craft, Aug. 8.9,10; Mondays, Don McGregor, pop;
Tues. - Thurs., Jeff Robinson, pop; Fri. - Sun., Sid
|Selvidge. Through Aug.. starts af9 nightly.
Huey's — 1927 Madison, 726-4372. Sun., Jazzmobile, 3-6 pm; Huey's All-Stars, country and
bluegrass, starting 6 pm.
Club Paradise — 645 East Georgia, 774-4871. Aug.
19, John Taylor; Fri. apdSat., CPO Band, pop, starts9
pm. $2 cover weekdays and Fri., Sat. cover varies.
Through Aug.
Solomon Alfred's — 2144 Madison. 725-0684. Aug.
6,7, Alley Cats; Aug. 8,9,10, Glen Phillips Band, con
temporary; Aug. 11,12, The Daters, rock; Aug. 13.14,
Sam Weedman; Aug. 15-19, Tim Krekiel, guitar; Aug.
20,21, Edwin Hubbard; Aug. 22-27 A Band of
. . Desperate Men; Aug. 28-Sept. 2, Blue Jug, bluegrass.
Trader Dick's - 2012 Madison, 726-0992. Aug.
6,13,20,27, Tom White Quartet and the Settlers;Aug
7,14,Bare Back Riders;Aug. 8,9, J.D. Crowe and the
New South; Aug. 10,11,12. No Harry; Aug. 15-19,
Brenda Patterson and the Roadmasters; Aug. 21-26,
Moetta; Aug. 28-Sept. 2. Crossfire. Cover prices not
available.
Birth of the Blues — 1782 Madison, 725-9818. Tues.
and Wed., Big Sam, piano and vocals; Thurs., Mose
Vinson, piano, and Joe Willie Wilkins, guitar and
vocals, Fri. and Sat New King Biscuit Band, Sun.,
Alethia Jazz Band.

CONCERTS
Boston plays in the Mid-South Coliseum Tues., Aug. 15
at8p.m. Tickets on sale for $7.50 and $6.50 at Ticket
1 HuboutletsandtheColiseumSoxOffice.
Meat Loaf and Prism play in the Auditorium North HaltThurs., Aug. 17 at 8p. m. $6.50 at Ticket Hub outlets.

THEATRE
Playhouse on the Square — 2121 Madison. 726-4656
"The King Is a Fink", musical based on the popular
comic strip. "The Wizard of Id to Aug. 19. Children's
Matinee. Sal., 2 p.m. Children's price. $2,50. "An

Poplar-White Station Branch Library — 5094 Poplar.
682-1616. "Tim Driscoll s Donkey" and The Tortoise
and the Hare" cartoon. Aug, 21; "One-Eyed Men Are
Kings'' and ' Blind Bird".
:
'
Dixon Gallery — 4339 Park. 761-5250. Hound ot the
Baskervilles". Aug. 31. 7 p.m. Basil Rathbone playsSherlock Holmes to Nigel Bruce's Dr. Watson. Adults.
$1: children. 50c.
Brooks Memorial Art Gallery — Overton Park. 726-526b.
"The Caine Mutiny". Aug. 20. 2:30 p.m. Humphrey
Bogart plays the disturbed, sad destroyer captain m
Herman Wouk' s novel of modern mutiny
Chucalissa Indian Museum — 1987 Indian Village Drive.
785-3160. Sunday Film Series. 2 p.m. "Isln in Two
Worlds". Aug. 13. the story of probably the last stoneage man in North America; Circle of the Sun" . Aug
27. the Blood Indiansot Canada. Free.
Lyceum Film Theatre — First Tennessee Bank auditori
um, Third and Madison. 523-2622. Tuesdays at 7:30
p.m. "Touch of Evil". Aug. 15. Orson Wells directed
and starred in this 1958 crime drama: The Big Sleep .
Aug. 22. with Humphrey Bogart as detective Phillip
Marlowe trying to understand Lauren Bacall. among
other mysteries. The best-known ot Raymond Chand
ler's stories, probably because ol this screen adapta
tion; "High Noon", Aug. 29. Gary Cooper plays the
grim-faced sheriff forced to choose between love and
duty, as the titte song by Tex Rittei notes. With Grace
Kelly. "Diary of a Mad Housewife". Sept. 5. Carrie
Snodgrass gives a magnificent performance in one of
the earliest films to explore .the marriage relationship
from a womah 's point of view.

SPECIAL EVENTS
Brooks Memorial Art Gallery — Overton Park. 726-5266.
Jane L. Van Middlesworth, clarinet. Aug. 13. Carolyn
Carson, piano, Aug. 27. Free.
Southwestern at Memphis — 2000 North Parkway.
274-1800, Ext. 385. Hardie Auditorium. Recitals: Linda
Murphy. Aug. 13: Christine Smith and Linda Murphy.
Aug. 20.
"Immortal Poland", an illustrated lecture. Sept. 1 at
the Ballroom of the Memphis State University. MSU
CAMPUS. Part of the Goodwyn Institute Lecture Series.
Free.
"The Bakke Decision: Equal Opportunity and Affirma
tive Action — The Impact on Business Bar Forum
Topic. Aug. 17,12 noon, at the Ramada Inn Downtown.
160 Union. 525-5491. Call tor ticket information.
Women's Equality Day — On the anniversary of the day
women won the vote, the National Organization for Wo
men is planning a Reader 's Theater Caravan starting at

the i'VI id-Arnerica Mall and finishing in Audubon Park for
a picnic about 6:30 p.m. Call the Women's Resource
Center for information*. 458-1407.

Softball Marathon — The Memphis Park Commission
will stage a sottball marathon on Aug. 11 at v p.m. for
the benefit of the Memphis-Shfelby County Unit of the
American Cancer Society. The marathon will be played
on Wilson Field and Will run through Saturday. Aug 12.
Entry fees will vary according to the gametimes that teams
request. Further information or applications may be ob 
tained from the American Cancer Society office. 523-7661.
or the Memphis Park Commission. 454-5759.
Raffle — The Wife Abuse Crisis Service is holdirrg a ral
fie to raise funds, needed to,defray operating costs.
Tickets cost $1. The drawing will be held Aug. 31..
winner gets $200. For tickets and information call
324-3861.
'

GALLERIES
Academy of Arts — Overton Park. 726-4085. Student
Summer Show, through Aug. Open Mon.-Fri . y a.in 5
p.m.: Sun.. 1-5p.m. Free.
Brooks Memorial Art Gallery -Overton Par k. 726 5206
Abraham Rattner Exhibition, through Aug. Memphis
Architecture Exhibition. Aug. 25-Nov. 26. American Ait
Exhibition, Aug. 27-0ct. 1. Open lues-Sat 10a in.-5
p.m..Sun.. 1-5p.m Free.

Folk Dancing - The LoosahatcTue International Fdik
Dancers welcome qew members who wouid like toTe<n n
all types ot folk dances Irom many nations Everyone'ot
any age is invited. Meeiuigs are on Ihfusday nights, 7.30
p.m.. at 3625 Mynders. across Irom the English build
ing at Memphis State University. Admission is 25c. free
the first night. For information call: G. Williams. 276-3568.- .
M. Doerflein. 683-3860; or J. Vergos and P.' Mont
gomery. 458-5587
Gay Switchboard - 726-GAYY. Mon -Sun . until 1a.m.'
A community information, referral and crisis line wheie
volunteers offer their time, energy'and knowledge lo
ali callers from the gay community. Suppoited solely by
contributions tunnelled through the National Organiza
tion tor Women, the Switchboard is an open Jorum lot'#*
the discussion;of attitudes and problems encountered
by gay men and women, their families and friends, as
well as a source for listings ot helpful resources in and
about the city. Donations, inquiries and idle chit-chat
accepted at 726-GAYY.
Wife Abuse Crisis Service — 458-1661. Mon,-Thurs
9 a.m.-9 p.m.. 24 hoursaday on weekends. .Prescott
Memorial Baptist Church, c/o Women's Resource Center. 3rd floor. 499 S. Patterson at Mynders. Sharing'and*5
support groups tor women. Wed.. 1:30 p.m. and 7 p m
Child care available. Support groups lor women who live
with the fear of being beaten are ottered at the Northeast
Community Mental Health Center. 3628 Summer. Ihurs .
12 noon. Volunteers needed.

J

Dixon Gallery — 4339 Park. 761-5150. American Im
pressionists John Singer Sargent, Childe Hassam. J
Alden Weir. Theodore Robinson. Ernest Lawson and
others, through Aug. 27. Open Tues.-Sat.. 11 a.m.-5
p.m.: Sun.. 1-5 p.m. $1 admissionadults: 50c children,
students, senior citizens.

National Federation of Community Broadcasters. Pro
gram Service — Through a grant from the National En
dowment tor the Art's, this non-profit corporation ol com- munity radio stations offers support lor mdependenl
production and distribution ot radio shows including
music, drama and poetry. Contact Bill Thomas. NFCB.
1317 W. ChurCh. Champaign. III. 61820. (217)359-9535.

Round Corner Gallery — 191 N. Belvedere. 726-5505
Paiil-'Penczner — oils, acrylics and, water.colbrs. ly
Stewart —oriental watercolors. Fred Mills —oils.

Gay Community Church — the Metropolitan Community
Church ol Memphis. 2035 Union, is an inter-denomij|
national Christian church with a primary oulreach to the
gay community. Regular-worship services every'Sunday
at 6.45 p.m. A Christian growth and prayer group meets
every Wednesday at various church members homes
Other weekday events vary: pot lucks picnics., rap
groups, creative writing workshops and classes in ho
mosexuality and the Bible. Limited emergency relief "
funds exist lor those who are destitute. Pastoral court- selling and referral available Tues.-Fri.. 12 noon-10 p.m.
For further information call Rev. Taylor at.725-4673 or
write: MCC. P.O. Box4943. Memphis. 38104.

Main Library — 1850 Peabody at McLean. 528-29b5
Through August: "In Shiloh's Field." poetry and art
exhibit by Dr. James Ronald Bartleft in the Art Depart
ment Gallery: antique greeting cards. toysvand model
kits displayed in the Art Department; ceramics bylhe
Memphis Ceramics Association between the Literature
and Sciences Departments.

RESOURCES
Memphis Humane Society — 710 Philadelphia. 272-1753.
The only agency in Memphis dedicated to animal pro
tection, the Humane Society otters emergency treat
ment to injured, stray animals, assisting owners in find
ing their lost pets and finding homes for orphaned and
abandoned animals. The Society also works to prevent
and alleviate cruelty to animals, prosecuting those
guilty of cruelty to animals, where investigated and war
ranted and by supporting efforts of legislators in formu
lating humane laws. The Society tries to educate the
community in the care of, treatment tor, and services
available to animals, and promotes methods of animal
population control. The Society is a voluntary, non
profit, charitable organization.
Senior Citizens — Metro Senior Services Center will be
opening on Monday, Aug. 7. at the First United Metho
dist Church. 204 N. Second at Poplar. The Center will
provide arts and crafts, educational activities, drama
presentations and field trips for everyone 55 years old
and older. Hours are Mon.-Fri.. 10a.m.-3 p.m. For in
formation call 527-8362.
Reading Skills — Shelby State Community College is
offering a free adult reading lab. held each Tuesday
and Thursday. 1-4 p.m.. on Shelby State's mid-town
campus, 737 Union. Personnel there can also help you

Women's Resource Center — 499 South Patterson 3
458-1407. A tax-exempt service organization for women,
coordinating and providing information on Community
services, activities, events and legislation concerning
women and women's needs. Office hours'are 9 aim.-9
p.m.. Mon.-Fri. WRC maintainsa talent band.-job bank,
newsletter, speaker's bureau, library and reference and
referral fifes.
ACORN — 2649 Yale. 452-8223. "A group of low and
moderate income people who believe that organizing
together is the only way Our voice will be heard. We've
been active on issues from MLGW, Loan Redlining, and
Community Development to getting street lights, traf
fic lights, vacant lots cut and park improvements. This
corhmunity organization is active in 17 Memphis neigh
borhoods. including the Cooper-Barksdale Community
Organizalion/ACORN. the South Binghampton Com
munity Organization/ACORN in midtown, and the Davis
Park Community Action Group/ACORN near MSU. Call
or stop by the office for intormglion.
^
Pre-Natal Education — Don't take chances with the
health of your unborn baby. The March ol Dimes spon
sors free half-hour preqatal care classes, offered week
ly in Health Department neighborhood clinics. Pregnant
women, those considering pregnancy, lathers., friends
and support people areinvited to learn about flregnancy
and having a baby. Call 452-2123 for information.
Classes schedule: Tues., 2:30 p.m., Hamilton ELementary School. 1378 Ethlyn: Wed., 1 p.m., Hollywood
Clinic. 2466 Peres; Wed., 1 p.m.. Cawthorn Clinic.
1000 Haynes; Wed.. 1 p.m., Wellington Clinic, 451 .
Linden: Thurs.. 10:30 a.m., Guthrie-Clinic. 1064
Breedlove..
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WO'SAFRAIDOF

the big bad wolf? goes the
refrain of the old nursery
song. Well, few Canadians
suffer from lupophohia ( fear
of wolves), but large

numbers of us fear rats,
snakes, fire, heights and the

wHAVARETHEMesT

COMMON PII0BIAS

%Pfdher3ffnu:B:i°cng:I;d?anne;

€AINADENS?

i%;LV%emd±tbtyotphheobTfe#:g
asked, "Is there anything

y#upLset:£g;yiei#::wvy]¥he:

Hails

list of commonly feared
stimuli and asked if they are
afraid of any of them, the

Ee::g:oyr,i:cEe:atg.h:;:I;i:n:g%t::
nadians are strongly afraid
of one or more of the things
listed below. Multiple responses were allowed:
Rats
43%
Snakes
39
Fire
37

gpeii8:£
Flying

11

The dark
Cats

8
7

8:tgtsingdirty

6

0penspaces
Death

1
1

6

0theraninals 1
Other

No fens

3

20

deg£L¥frfietYin°#:?erisepc°annbe called disturbed. "It is
logical for a person living in
a rat-infested tenement to
be fearful of rats;' says

i:is=a~S€::iirgyft:B¥#sieuas:t¥
plorer Sir Richard Burton
was so revolted by honey
that he could not bear to be
in the same room with it,.
even if the honey was locked

±P::il;ac:tcrc::¥:b::£#:c:#|?:
(White Oaks Of Jalra,) imd
Barbara Hamilton (Spring
Thaw), say they have a revulsion to music boxes.
The Weefe#cZ Poll noted
some variations in fearfulness depending on income

frdcelnatn#fatgf;g:eunpty.-f¥;
people who may be called
phobic have a family income
of over $25,000 annually;
only 3 percent are in the
lowest income bracket
(under $5000 annually}.

Eighty-three percent are
English speaking; only 17
percent are French.

Everyone was asked what
he or she thought was the

2:

&mai:ispaces 19
14

live specimen. Pianist Glenn
Gould has such a terror of

Adrienne Harris, a 'Ibronto tistically significant, may be general living stress is on the

3;s.yuc,Eolhoa#et.t`;Abr:aLph.ovti.: ::#efsfauiya£ELhy°:ic*o]ie£: Fas:asbe:e¥d±ateen2tffi:£°:L#

whelming irrational fear
you
'Ibcan't
findcontrol:'
out whether fears
cross the borderline into

(69 percent) and has an
over-representation of people from the Prairies.

Efeth#eri:S[#r#:¥'oife°£ a:!:tg:hg==£o:,LFitsmif:orsef

does your particular fear
disrupt or interfere with
things in your life?" Out of a

Ffpi?r:i:1i;3#?e¥E!:io::i:

au?hc::rodf£E£:°*:%¥£1o#te;

studied, including such exotic terrors as odontophobia

i:::hr,,ofu;::i:gfaaT;e¥ra[:;
flutes) and gynephobia (fear
of women).

r%ii°fi:ETme it 46%
situations
S:g)grofessional

25
12

Ignore it
No opinion

9
8

Next week: Moule8

Phobias can affect other- :aheb®g%#:d#£hcod:dnue8ueul¥n¥£:=
wise rational and intelligent beat under the direedon Of TJ2. Biarfu ThLe

¢%d Obsess!.o7as, the number

of phobic people appears to
be growing because phobias

Peesart.¥ff:kka±l:eastrong

#pLe;nua:jeor¥f#ea,s!fae;:
f#Eeesfvfua:,esis£:¥gioTohoof

=oremp°er:p]¥£#y±tdt%Csuusff¥: at a pieture of a snake let
:Ec&at:eebE.:.hn!id¥reudp,sttoa? ing from them, and because alone be confronted with a

¥ee#:ffi¥:a?ho.ifeiEffii#¥
rout]d®d to the zi®8r€e€ whole number.

fe;j#Tifr#r:¥to##¥*ffo§

voLUMEae.NUMBER32SA::I'URnAX,AUGUS'I'i2,ig78.EDI'IORIAi,oFFlcES:SuITE6o+39oBArsTREET,TORONTo.oNTARloM6II2ra.TEupHONB(il6)868easo
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ELVIS PRESLEY, 42,

a white uncircumcised male who
lived at 3764 Elvis
Pbesley Boulevard,
Memphis, Tchnessee, was found face
down on his
\
bathroom floor at
about 2 in the aftemoon of August 16,197`7. Attempts

IntheyearsinceElvisFLesleywasfound
face down on the bathroom floor in Graceland,

d¥¥¥Flff¥3:#ffih#doul#§L;h;ih#:¥h.
Thepictu]estenthestoryofhislife

The Lest Days Of

Ehis Pretty

:o-esEPT:vinFMtfeo:id±ie£!eas#knr!a:

noted that rigor had set in, he was
pronounced dead at 3:30.
Tennessee law
requires the

cause the lieutenant
had retired and gone

i,EioNt;#o:Egru:3nmese:

%=i`nYerm=ddt®t£:
fa°e¥t£C3[ethdeei:::i
police to investi-

gate any death
tvI#±otuStke&Spph\y%±e.
cian in atten- Ehis Aron Presley `ras bo" January 8, 1935, to Gladys and \femon Preslqr,
dance. The medi- ill IJii§ sltack in East Tupe[o, Misstssii.pi. His twin, Jesse Garen, was stihe®m
cal examiner for
Shelby County investigated the tle. "I am the chief medical inves-

Presley death for more than two

t±8|ant:iai:¥,j:oi:i¥Cht:°t:;|mesome

months.. On October 21 he filed a

rDega°trht.h¥n*e:e,Fifeavbiefaouc!:te°df
with ASHD;' which means hyperdensive heart disease with coronary
artery heart disease. Under Manner
of Death he entered "Natural:'
These entries appear on a stan-

i:#iEig!ighgi:t§aigofi'e¥dihgg:,fe#£;:g:£:
m3Xnwyet££k?gthat'snotonthatform

is the private property of the Presley
i "They
family,"
he said
signed
the
autopsy request.
Under rfennessee
law that means

;:1;;:ffa¥t%£o±¥w;a*fd§Fj;in:ee¥h¥h¥

qwliil:eod:hgfm;:tg:i:ecr#ea:rifgii:ei

States: Pending

E3#&#a]°\peE:SgrR.E.Miuiean
Lieutenant King's politeness was
unimpaired. "The rest
of it [the Presley file]
has been classified a
`work product' of the
officers involved;' he
said. "The courts have
ruled that work product is confidentialr He
leaned forward, his eyes
wide and guileless be-

gTtalii.¥yjEgTa¥e¥::nokncf.Woe?:

former editor of .Weefeend. BlackFhesley records? Lieutenant King bum said he couldn't break the rule
didn't know where they were, though

at Baptist Memo"Even his

EL#;:=±:::#f]]8s5T§Ta:g##t#ke;ffiLiinfrond|&:faN#esriT=+ffi

#REdmaa*3t7h%8#txis

of the Commercial Appeal, is` 8L

rial:,

"Even

bedroorr. of his home. The subject
was transported by froe department
canbulance owd was DOA at the
hospital. Homieide cnd, the rluedical

wheres up there."
Normally, th
would have been
in Central
?i:?t#:Sue.%]#u:Srii:¥£:
Records by now.
file you don't know alBut Memphis is
readyr he said. "Except for who it
where Martin
was, it was a very common report:'
Luther King
wtas assassin"THIS PRESI,EY FILE?" THE LIBRARIAN
ated, and there
has since been
much controi:eiiiTeittg,:!e!nfft;£.i:iH?!fi::i:f:Vr?
versy over the
Memphis has two newspapers, the
documents in
Sun Records, oirmell by
that case. So Sam
PIIjllj|Is, retcased
when Homicide Elvis's first single in July 8:rmm,.e,nac!;:'bAof#e¢o'wa:9dthbeyf¥hs:
closed the Ptes- 195Alrsaoedectorsitem
ley file, they
sent the records to the police direc- :is:i;p!:#T:t?Ea:rgm¥t:roab:%||ii:nng,!i![

i?:e#e.d°£nnsht:hA:%ieis i:ewd#,=f,tsyoHi:.tl!elydwwea¥t?'ie¥

iveight?"

tfSfpBda£#csotn%c%St#nt#hfzerupbs;g%

i;lie;r:Lignd:;;ts;;:;si;:h¥St;;|£

!inafn:I:ta#tf##a:c:f#:i:?f

his

FBt|glycnonmKminaidhasdcfitot:FdoefdAE:

Xeigsh:iiedh.e Said, #::£ehde%FhinepdL3g.n¥hisetnakheen:Fh:

The rumor mill, I said, was throw- file was in the director's office, all
ing off freakish scenarios about right, but it was locked in the Oredenza and the director had the only

Eruu£:r,a££e3:££osno:£,d%:£cs{gteut::nt *t:yti%uhgish,p:£¥:£iid:tayayri8Ftt£:

ioof!,:£oig#:fe:i;::;f:|a?Ed#f

The antidote for rumor is fact.
"So what?" the chief medical in-

he should have the report for me.

or below the left front ribs a "sutured

¥fFvt:goaftoernftofo:hgehtjut#:tic:fto#asya±tdd

#:hrasc£::hmevisinw£€.;CThhgn::nsad¥raNC£:

deal with rumors is to ignore them.

rative Summary 'of Circumstances
Surrounding Death, he wrote:

f¥t:°hfe#PdLfediiseefutF;£ei:?sLyh4#

;Fh°ouE:d°n##:]5:ypLGginfe:dtoLfae£];
room. No indication of foul play.

:I.fit;et:eu:::iF:e?:::o:::.ineutEhrfufgE:gf:

another, he hadn't yet been able to
lay-his hands on the report. Then,
almost two weeks
to believe, b-ut this was a very ordiafter we met, he
nary death. The only thing about it
said he had it, or maybe better."
that was out of the ordinary was the

iE¥?e:ffugi:nEydi£:::#gLfi#:it#

m¥it3i!paii;I?!tc:a;Lint:||tom£?,'iyou,,

£ghkt,£#dF££1°=ou#£

hfrsg:£h;.UWu£L#€:E;nt±eftp°#:::

:hF§f#;i:[£[ne§:::¥:t¥a:¥:r§d¥f::i

signed the homicide report:'

35ric¥:fcsTyDwa=REi¥k,t:nEewEetE:

sirRGEANT d. N. wlLLls, HOMlclDE,

E:#i:fi:¥tastaii]:n££a°uhgfat%s£:

had examined the body itself.
ref course? he said, bridling a lit- xgaotFoaniaAC#:LyaFawnfl:gothbeal*V%:
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could read it that
very day.
Offense Report
No. 2793

shook his head and said the man I
needed to talk to was the lieutenant

SfeFp¥g:;P:Eedo:±E£¥PtfojfE?:¥s;%o:#:i+i:ai

get over before 5 I

In the eady days he
leas billed as "Tlie

kngof©Bopr

_I

-4-

had dealt with the death and its
aftermath. A later reading tuned up

Subject: Presky, :;::i¥ige#3:t,£nbgutinftreorffthi¥fitit:
Blackburn pulled out some circulaEtois
tion figures that were perhaps reOffense: DOA
The above `subject u)as broughi to :3%Lftn€heAdesfrh;I:frrfexffneLdj:L°e¥

man's game, Jud

wanted. He never
could. He couldn't

Phfllips was going

go"nwhwsenro#"

?* 5o--fit.a-bFckrian';
mdsic into a white
man's mouth. "We
took the black
man'sbeatandp.ut
it to country melodies," Jud said.
"There wasn't any-

„Them:,

Vester turned
his drooping Phs-

E: ££sse#E,e:kd
utside

the

Tlt® first tine be sang "Hearureck Hotel" ®b

;:;i;;Hil]fS.i-e.LIFrfuify-ch®TD®'JE"haffithinginspired
about that, except
itan editor of the Commero8.¢J Ap- that nobody had ever done it
before."
Charlie Feathers, one of the musi-

EEeuE_±#efxpg#

t,gja:#j;geg££;¥attsE;fg[¥meg§
what he could to substantiate this
view. When he ventured beyond his

£:tu¥edw:isahceusut%uma.nxaFed%t:E±

Blackhawk, escorted by outriders

ifiEi##;:-#yffjw#i;

Lkanak°Fofa%:`u¥zu:tdy#:#£igz:

and costumed in rigs designed to
make him no more conspicuous
than, say, louie XIV
JUD PI]ILI.lps HAS BEEN TIIINKING

fab#oihfi;P:a:Li%EFe?«mTh¥yI:¥is
proud to cr}[' he said. "They carry

fT;i#:¥d:£beffi¥;Ere?:;

:wFEe±rfio±et;hfanirg§*:I;.

i:£?, ti!: i:.etyi::
Sam was the inside
man at Sun Records; Jud took

:::dp¥:Ec::ln#t:

EI`ds and liis palents in front Of 1034 Agdubon twice, Mempllis, the hellse he bougiv lor

Tnh:h8:ueni8sTdduacyt;
of the mid-1950s,
sold60,000copies.Theoneaboutthe ;oahza:3#iyighhh±igr?nE:¥t:h,n:3n:,;.T:h:ani',; included music by
death of Elvis Fbesley sold 365,000 himself. Not for one evening in 20 Carl Perkins, Jeny
Lee Lewis, Elvis On I.dy I, 1956, Elvis salts "llound Doga to a hormd dog on "e Shoe Afro
years. They wore hin outr

Fj:ugt:fiLedd3:t&°:fg:E;nesri.£gn°::de;

so;pc£:,ofm$3To¥ £;£tem at scalpers,

"SO Wl]AT ARE YOU SAYING?" THE

and several others
who later became celebrities.
Presley was by no means the most

sa|¥:fi:::nta:¥upn¥ELej,kpsp1:,ikEn=e

!o::t:t?f:tiEn:;4ei,Cod:k:¥°e#::#e°;¥dy¥t::

not doing anything, just gawking at

froley, Roy Orbi- Sty. In November his fifst fry tore Me fender, cas rdeased by 20tli
son, Johnny Cash €entiiry Fox, For the souildtrackbe lras ha€Ited by tlie Jordanaires

§':¥Bgt§°:%¥#::§'!¥±;u¥Cihh¥9°:f§Silf§¥jj
"Nothing that dramatic:' I said.

`ijn;gg:e§%:#;t:E:i:?.!wiij;rhpijtfi:;ik#ii %¥frdtdoT:¥&;±h¥#tfe::hg¥:Efemrifa€j :har:;:##ste?bsFa'#ff:,:i¥fgn?;
play that: But if they knew he was a

|±a:e;iciE¥je*kiea::¥s!gifeiE¥:

rio:u:lts¥3§L#:%:¥regtfhe:L°¥L5:gaf

J::c:at::¥bt#::¥i:fo=]ciobekTP:,p Lpfflg¥s]¥tewp]PtdhedEt]°vgtffit:yrE#;

g:#eh:+u:#kin:;e:S%P#£e#fo±

VESTER PRESLEY HAS KEPT THE GATE

i;537:#h¥dh:We:b:;Z.gF%LgseTatc:ev#

whereas Rickey had introduced
black man into a white

ife*;',; , .,`lLi', :>'T-:',

shifts of security men, but during

i::edf¥u¥tfrdws#L]inis.Chargeofthe

th:£:#i;esnteera:#edye£:st,.FiFeti:

"You afo't rodin' but a hoIInd dog;" he `araifed
on 7bo Mffiori 8erfe Show on NB€ ill Jilce 1956

eE:eun¥6tE:ymbeunvyc?i££et#ietmnd:

mc:#ne¥£Lfi:fntdheer:Sa:
Efi*;a::%,rheeli*:T±
#iefupnEac*:i;Einve
ee%:#ifhh:fi°#!tdktneo)*

it himself. And each
one of them was tied

house with his right hand and

to their mother.

FiiE:§#r':hi:;v;%?:¥:Sgt§jfn;ifi=er}'eyiE

SB€kiflg haclt the diicktaiE

wt:ewnhekht%ygc:i
Ha!Swhhofe¥em'ak!D#

"I could go where I wanted, when I
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Ff:ewa.n.iihi.nrgj:

"And on the day
of her funeral everyone was waiting
on Elvis to come
downstairs and I
never will forget it.
He calne down in a
kind of midnight
blue suit. They

anything in the
world, they don't
have the least idea
what they want.
So they just do
any damn thing
that comes into
their head. There
ain't no point in E||¥ isno Fhaenxopu¥:
that day and he

!fe:i!T:;ersTti:;:?
A plJblicity shot from

don't want to hear

was walking up
and down that liv-

i:g|kxpipnogmany3ufiETaH;
take that; not he would just fall
down and collapse.
from anybody but their motheri'

jainoudefadall-(ig57) that. They won't

"SHE WOULD BABY TALK TO ELVIS

They would pick
him up and he'd

fr°h[e]ya%::idang,:££;
anything wi.th
Elvis. And he'd say,
were best friends. Wflly's late husl `Look at this suit I
band, Carl, was a builder who did have on, this beaumostofthealteratioustoGraceland, tiful suit. My
the big house Elvis nesley bought Momma'd love this
to please his mother in 1957. But suit: See, it was litmuch of the time Elvis was in Hollywood making movies, and more iiek:hftn#Sage'gh¥¥
than once Willy and Carl Nichols

!tn;i-I:,*kt:;cg#iy:i!:uttg;!H;j!:Pe3feiiij

%#otitehwGei:dcng£:£yv;¥£Tpbes"Gladys once told me, `Willy, I
ihifvniE:I;Vhee8a°:dav¥rtnt:iva°:Cde±tvai:
sang in church in the early days. I've

yo°auia%yjsusptrets::;
had been overweight for several Elvis Presley's pimples can be seen
years, and neither diet nor drugs had to have led more or less directly to a
helped her reduce. The cause of her

a:ca±hb%#iag#°bs;daca:t:i:p¥tftaf::

?hhaiEEe£.tE:dwabyymtisetg;go.uftstif:
1960s. By then Elvis had long been

She died in 1958,

when she was 42
and Elvis was 23.

B|°vtis]£inmgsepfeffie
Carl Nichols
walked into the
kitchen at Grace-

i::dn:nf|g3?a:f
Ehts minus IIis jacket and one pant leg-""e}r den't iriend to hori you,
thqrju§trautpiecesforsoilvends"-andasVaneeRenoinLore«e7en:der

Vernon Presley
eating cabbage
stalks.
"You didn't
oughta be sitting

*aioft¥h¥igpt]£:inbustt2}:d?aEh££

own phrase, till.the day he died.
Meanwhile he married and had a
daughtei. His wife, Priscilla Beaulieu, grew bored. He was spending
more time with karate teachers, she
various pieces of

§:i:'titohn:nb:i::n€e£.e:e:intgt:I,:a£X J;i*aryEibieTi`!Ia::i
karate, whereupon she left him for a
karate instructor.
Despite their divorce, his love for
karate `was undimmed. He was
variously reported to hold a black

him one time, he
didn't need to do
that. I liked him
anyway. He t.old
me, `1 know. But

tcHheu:CtEfe°figsri);}:I?eT¥:tGiafys:ainu¥ :*:dT:?iti%§iciibtbeaagre;toaj¥;:t¥[£ha:# d=ife°:f,#;g!:tu%g:¥i:kh%en:g;Ee££: I want you to
like me more: "

tiful. And when she died it was like, out:'
one of several where Elvis FTesley
Unable to
"Goddamn;' Elvis said, "I've been worked
out, told me that the fifth- stem the flow
you know, Elvis just said, `Man, you
might as well bury me nowl
degree blac k belt
the
highest
~T marks
level of
techhicaL
"When they

i:tbS.8TC£:ybah8aev:i?t¥oS£:Ci;swtgm=

£:a:;Se:EL*W:#:8ffij¥£:

proficiency in the

gfgma€Xihtgd#[,££%SI'llbeeating

art. The sixth and
higher degrees are

As it was with cabbage stalks, so it
standing in the was with most things. Under the
black dye his\sideburus turned first
££:r°dreadr¥ort£::::
g:°dr[h°:,¥ns8c:%ra££ grey and then white, like his father's.
tributions to the
But the sideburns stayed, as did the
status of karate,
PDnadddcy:yMSoamyinag: hair
that grew down the back of his
much as honorary
coming ,home,
doctorates are
Elts culE6ng "I Got a Momma's coming %ctk.::hdihise::i::rfi:,Ea#sutrT:fn:E Ill llis second film, awarded for conthe collars up and grown the hair, i];jiiiE 'rfu-";ij;;;;;i tributions to the
ELE+is±ifeFiommee.,fArnihe,i=i according to E. 8. Blackburn, the b.yparantoiintin lg57 campus building
metropolitan editor of the Com77cer-

____ fund.

casketinandE-I-ish£¥updTffih££:: cz.a!Appe¢4 to camouflage the worst

Efatfrh££ifmaEu:icnngem%foihhafhi3£

fiietez|`%¥i:eh|e[F;g%¥ii¥#u#:¥i'
corpse. They had her lashes brushed
out, and she ztus a pretty lady.
WEEKEND MAGAZINE, AUGUST 12,1978

Kang was among the beneficiaries

!ig!8;i:f:a:n;:i

reciprocating. He had
a
black

karate belt
custom made
and gave it to
Presley.

Some

time later he
went to the
singer's hotel
room in, Pittsburgh on the
Above, Elvis and

school years. At the time nearly
every other male in the western

ifem#aL£¥Je¥#bfy,r[wg?i
"three brick houses, 125 automobiles

E:£:Lds¥£:rTeaann;nE££%:I:grsanflda€.£dse;

aand an inter-city bus? One of the
cars went to Kang, along with
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sollgwriters Jerry
Leib®r alld Mike
St®IIer. The gold

lam6 suit cost
l'im S|0'000

theplace?Half the
tine missin' what-

afternoon. of a concert. Presley
seemed to be asleep. The black belt

for Portland,
Maine, to play the
iei'ma:?te#ly:g?tl, first date of a twohave seen that week concert tour.

¥a¥±o;t:#:o:vfer#:o:rEfft:*h;wt:hfj
From the bathroom came the sound

man shoot a sixinch-barrel Colt

felt;;t::;]EE£]:kghrift;tK#¥]t¥hi:fi#;

:Fti8nf:te:,r¥ng:
make five-shot
groups the size of

back on. After

that, Kang says,
he noticed that
whenever Presley

that:' M®Grego&
circled his forefin-

I;:ig§:,!ie;i¥O!

ger and thumb. "I
mean I've seen a
lot of good shots.

water. I don't
haow why; maybe
it made his mind

the best?
"Did you ever go

And he was o`ne of

hid:?„ting with

feel bette#

"Don't think he

Kang spoke of
FTesley with what
seemed to me un-

ever
©t hunting?
"What kind of

he knew why Presley's weight had
soared and his condition de~

shoot?„
"SHhouettes?
„Human?„
"Yeah. Usually.

lp a state ®f post-

fenatv:utrfegen=:sd:;

ever he was shoo-

giviinlfagrE#f%hi.e:

a%i¥o¥*#¥i5

sheets for half a

![:ri-sriniE±RE
#*g:ta=iisofso#:ff#EiE

stance, about whether the troupe

u¥#e*EL%J:++edjettoback

Within the last few days PLesley
h#ha¥#+ifeedngfftohrean¥

targets did he

One tine I got a

:::;::i::::=:::i=:==:::I:--:_-:::_:-:::::I:-::=-=:::I::I-_::::=:_:-::::i

call, `Boss wants
you: so I went up
to his room and
the first thing I seen was the tube of

"TOWARD THE END, ELVIS'S LIFE CON-

the TV all smashed out but the
Hghts still on and the sound still

iE:e¥a;fan;t:;gia:|#f;ieFi;¥:w:et%anti|h:i;

:fntg¥w°afcEtfy:nu8tg}ffhFa#aTyrfeetis them suckers and pour it on me; I'm
a quotation from a

comin' out. So I said, `What happened, boss?'

book called Ezuis..

What Happenedi
The material was

;u:¥::s:tlFT:till:ii-fit;:g:d;i:pt:he:aE

¥Th4F##dk:##efouthrif
ffi]riarrii¥fff&¥es#ff

¥ffioi:ii:£°F##ffE:

come back and lay down and it
started rollin' again. So I Fizred it. in on her mother W'hat else was
Started rollin' again. Fired it again, there? He had not, to be sure, taken
and this time I said, `You do that one
more time, you sumnabitch, 1'11
shoot you: lhfell, it done it, so I give it
one round with the .45:'
MCGregor says he twisted the vol-

i:!#u#:#o!Ee;
describe a man

#:n%n%rirfuktoatdo#¥'%*
#E|e#td±ed60affi¥.WTH

whose ups and

faot:dnsinw:i:rfg±
by chemicals.
Their book often
resembles a novel
of the descentinto-hell genre,
full of delirious

iuo¥deer¥?€¥:uaEi!t?eb£#e8::¥

:%:#efffino#ifesm±*

;`t?I:,g::nTtdaifa#„l
sh`;¥eamh;¥ehL:'rey°t:
shoot it, and Iu kin

Fyat:ce;earn.dD:apr£:

the high color of
ftu¥:x.t'a=eL.uBi#pe.
their prose they
just for now, would`
seem to be trying to tell the truth, scared of 'em. Elvis, if he really felt yougo downtothe ~though their credibility has been lik#eie'fr[&ere°gnoeruigftM=iphisa store and get me
a television I can
:isdc°muanntye8fbEy]vtisn:o?£%:I:ytaf£:rfs].y year before Presley's death he went
¢1 8Iues: US53310761 being §`rom in ®n Marell 24, 1958; a liegpREon clft
Mike MCGregor back to his home near Oxford, Mis- i:3l::leg:#'?inn at Fort Chaffee, Arkansas; hasic training at fort IIo®II, Texas, ln June
was Elvis's horse sissippi, where he hand-tools leather
handler for nine and makes jewelry. His shop looks "SO LIRE WAS PRETTY GOOD," VESTER the tat.e Roman empetors there have
been for men who commanded reayears. "Them out over a bottom that runs down to
suckers talk about a wooded river course. When the y¥|:yTh=Lidit`L#t)s:Xfapotn.tthtehTn±%: dier access to the means of self-inmood takes them, MCGregor and his
dulgence than Elvis Fhe8ley, the abglllih:eitiEe¥i8
gaay:<aH¥wacyeof:[ddoa£.,,I;do=gffi£:,a solute ruler of a tribe more
said. "Let me tell E::fi%wwa::g:t:crfy=r:i¥hnfg:hht: say to me, `Not so good, Uncle Vester, I can't seem to catch my damn Fhuem£:°mui:nete:a#ehfr-feinhgekh#e
you something I
ain't never seen #gchGtfg::!oEifl£:;aTnEaatisanw#: breath':,
wrote down about
Elvis PLesley got out of bed on gnas€hfeacc¥ugchanfthfrn:£oqthaetffeE:
Elvis. That man
August 15, 1977, in the middle of the sion set with his girlfriend.
had guts. I mean
afternoon, pulled hinself together
than
he
is.
in the shank of the day and did such hisH€epn£:£¥Hpetfae±ghh°enej=ifal#
:::#1X;:*aprin#they-justdidnit
„"sthepe,vis„ge,eTmTonp±#T,g "They talk in that book about work as he had in hand during the
Elvis banging' off hand guns all over early hours of darkness. The Flesley i££tE;E::fareEn¥is¥,aonnde9fin£;:

?Eiil?t:#£iJ;¥::istt:Fg:t,I;ei:fch-:;
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eral medical and dental practiShe was drowsy, he was not. At
tioners to whom PLesley gave a new about 8, according to Vester Ptesley, tis¥aHyo¥mtie,8:?:
car now and then, was delighted to Elvis called his aunt, Delta Mae REley one or two
book them both for 10:30. Phesley
changed into a two-piece black

number, aides ro)led out the Stutz,
Ginger fixed her hair, and they drove
to the office of Dr. I]ester Hofroan. was afraid if he kept 'em in his room
A local writer named Jackson
Baker later interviewed Hofman,
who said he had cleaned Pbesley's
teeth and done two fillings, an upper bathroom where he often read.
right first bicuspid and an upper left Ginger went to sleep.
At 2 Ginger got out of bed and
molar. In Ginger's case he exposed a

;E±;::.*£y::s;£:;:::±8;#£:k:eE;EE:I:i

!i:uoL#inettie:iili!¥#¥Mfi#ffn;g:i

#ehne h]: #8f

those uppers. Hofman's secretary
told me he was

EiEagg:tie::ib::
::.nTchaari&ve:?8a:
the hotel.

went into the foi`[i#.SHPoefamki:§
bathroom, where he said.
"Who are you?"

she found Fbesley's
body.
"1']1 never fonget

D;:kMGyrchF&me'S

"I think I,ve

#fiLd!#,swa%::oo!

seen it. Aren't you

drives the Elvis W£{t,TEE:,s¥:e¥tr#aytstdaofl?;ou
Memorial Tour
bus `that leaves want?"
"I want to talk to Dr. Hofroan."
downtown Memabout these chemicals:
"He doesn't want to talk to you:'
"Ethinamate. Non-barbiturate
"Look, you know there was an au- sedative and hypnotic. CauFohr£:h:WriietoaET%
Fhesley Boulevard.
tions:...continued administration of

L!i#iiyeptt£#gc¥¥nit;i:let:uii

ElyisuspromofedtosergeantthFchnlaprl960anddischngedtromentlts
'Iater.
a.I. Bhaes leas released in October, 8fero «lairaff in November 1961

set of X-rays and suggested an ap-

#3£3twmheenntfio:f¥oLkLoaf£:I:wL::ewo=

F=e*e?Lsa:hwa.r:|dat::i:±a%apgf|

and then closed the folder. Presley
thanked hin, and they left.

stfrtsaEhtg:rh°urgse°SFu¥z:rAUAm¥ri:i:

i::¥¥O¥#O¥di§E::;dg;¥yp|v#¥t:tfai
up. All they had on the front page

:sa:D,¥h%t.ffiee:Lbb£#t%d:egftekTPHfi,:K£¥

:h¥tefft±±e]yiy&§t°faqyufynrit8chh¥it

:°E¥:-£id#if:y:A.:£:tfutiirdge:¥rfrt
some of them, that would-"

:3:g:„£:::Lemn:hreosru]tn{:n:]9odn±:;

3¥;udg:h:¥g#ot:o#r:°¥dFfr9gE::raatt:

abiT#eb#h:te,!ii#E::kit!hy:o:ugih: ;#::c=#oynpEito£&dcaft!:Efe.ri%
#=t%¥]rena#e°dn]t%°hna:e¥:reMce°::

g¥:a:t¥e::¥£ee;,Ee2fi:3.o¥wih?|¥i :#tio¥st€a#¥±::ti#Et#h:oT:&£
¥¥n€:gari;tq¥£i¥fahtd:c¥oeri#°wuen£
"And then it hit me. The King. He

¥%h%e#gre:r¥fa:=ch=£¥tee¥efdHi|i:;a:g:

rently...Single deses of 8 to 22 grams

of Mcthaqual.Onteox.%:¢V; aEdroddeuact#
"Codeine. Nar-

goa*]ny|Wc¥nqtefed].[S:ud?man,Igotso
%°chfecineasnhaa]fae%£hc;
ALMOST SIX MONTHS AFTER PRESLEY

died the director of the University of
Utah Centre for Human 'Ibricology,

::gc.t¥etrennti*:*tiof

Dr. Bryan S. FinkLe, told a S¢Z£ L8fae

cautions, acute
and chronic toxi-

analgesics...for

£!:'£s%fa"iferieepy9srte#c:tntsapfc±
11 different drugs. "We have not de-

fitc!t?on±c]pnnttEFr:

i=wtee:=#¥1g£,Foln¥l:E:tis_=nnl';

apy with codeine..,see the gen-

:g#rsa#¥ns&ri#difc°arL¥erfaseoec#¥ELr:

#mFFch¥ng##Te##E`lrE2i£#ffit;]]#5fr#m¥fo eral statement

kle said.

=ii,:.:I:Hyt:e:i£;#ur;:¥ii¥;d:O¥ri%hj

TIIe King'§ wheds: rhe ormed several €adihaes
ant RdrRq)roes, and llariear aiid Trfurmdl bides

E¥¥u;£ta#:::usEegt¥o&:s:rfuEtot§
3#8cir+ioerJfi°et3otuhbeL:.CqEu)±
:Pr¥pg:fanitn°g:I?#hsous£:#:gr=s:±nf

on

nanetie analgds
"Chlorpheniramine. Antihista-

:|gs.¥eT!e:F:i:BEi,:sasr|c:i:t?e:o:ga::i¥ what happened to Presley? They did
in?
tories in Van Nuys, California. When hin
"Who .did what?"
I phoned there the switchboard
"His doctors. God knows which
:aE:idpE%dtom:ht::oBi.?o+?g::: ones. He probably had 20 or 30 writing prescriptions for him. They just
in administration.
"I tell you, sir, before you go any
further Weissman said, "we will not 5:Etg%#bgg¥e¥[#nfgroEn¥#i:
kmed hin:'
discuss
case:'
"Just that
tell me
yes or no, then: Did

mine. Cautions:. . .Because antihistamines may increase and prolong
the depressant effects of other cen~

:#ELe;v3=sb:¥:=Fes?e#fffltris:nit

and alcohol, central nervous system

:3irTtekgec::*]rfe9nht?;L&Fftanpe
tihistamines.

N::¥o?ipceraif:lng:.-

LeTyp:#o8Sd£:¥rnedafw¥:

you get a quantitative

:i:.d[lpc¥st#;w:I:
trade name De-

racquet-ball was less than avid, fixed

f=}

:te£E#tfg:einviyT±npt±:tfE::swoE:
H`inygedp#oLui3:hf:r¥:ifeTh.enT?£%
others watched Elvis make trick

merol.] The seda-

:o:n:elf?n¥a:tfi,e?fe;:h|#g:::

:£fi:ctansan:fe:Peh££:

Morphine, Valium and
\7 four kinds of barbitui rates. These are all ethi-

dine

#a:eorrihh::ethb#

Lcfi]nfi:u£:hj=tuffiphr;

s¥ii:t:ofiiE.?:`s:e¥?rch:¥ef?;s#;t:affifl[:

S#etyLwaek£.Criteyrereispw°w¥::
Ginger returned to his bedroom.

Formulary Service,
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may be

Elvls and Priscilla
Be"dieilrer€marrfed
in Las vegas ill 1967

reports are con-

flicting....The

drug should be
used with caution

WEEKEND MjroAzlNE, AUGusT i2, i978

"I have seen

'iErpaaltLeunt::rwai!:

[H¥e£;yy]do::t±

other 8upraventh-

of bottles of
every different

¥a:t}:#C:hg|ufa:

kind of pill.„

5ffirii,i~9es,a r r h y t h ni a ,

swof :y ¥e:t`

The speaker
this time is

heart; so does

E=iiffiife'J=-i= which, according

h"mustemessoo
to the
report
of the
medical

Presley in
1958

emminer, was the cause of death in
Wfady to be made
an undeacou* nareedes act EREs
tisited Richard Nixon at the lArfuite llotlse in 1971

pre€eeT¥kysatgifmtse.nt on narcotic

and

rode shot
gun for hin until

1976. "Now, he

knows a lot about
them. He knows

#titaE5:hteorpHi
He knows the

g#::£:Si:SdcRaersdp££arcata°rrryes:rfeasvt6 dosages and the

##iRE\RE+ELgourftftrfpr#ffiT:EL##

occurred .... Narcotic analgesics
should be used with caution in

emct results. He

Ea#:.?.tBsec¥its: £:rcdoft:: a:Lhgyestihds

;ffos*ggEmh:e:fili:.wr¥i.:iFoir:cn::tl?:

may potentiate
the effects of other
central nervous

on the capsule, and he can identify it
in a second:'
rifttgeistotwhfa:tt:I:rna:c%isgis#ufgnhffh¥ur:
This is the description of a man immune to fear or even common

system depressants, including smu°b¥tainntceerses!hedanfn£L;#ggwittEdtehaedm]my
other narcotic Not, however, a fully grown man.
analgesics, tranquilizers, sedatius t¥etgi[e:Eee¥ebrsersersJ:ufv±nieu:?:*E;
+y
and
hypnot- he is the number one honcho. Status
ies~.narcotic analgesics should be Filaesg::fofj%voef

used with great
caution and in

:efgfedusde°dsa]g:
conjunction with
such drugs:'

E=ffi.¥F:E=¥E#"beELgrfu¥nngou#L=soTHlswASNOT

mmatonalll®tl(nol.IasvegasHifen}aedmadeanestimatedsL5munmi an ordinary death.

:gft;e:.]£r±:?Sgync¥±:°:t#¥e%::s&:lie:tit
effects...With usual doses blood
levels are too low to be measured by

=Tcdhi=o:fe#¥¥#mhis:e::¥££:csan„ng€:

i:egaEf#a:£¥p:inna#nu£%ynfe:n:f

::ul3setEiye:ens:
than an outsider

Fihg:tsruiptpuosaei
requires a candi-

::actfai::#;££eii!

What kind of
death was it, then?
i#:tsyt¥:iahc:£vV;
the glamor of

H:etnegetFhedkaEe£

;¥;sL§Ot;t§:¥y§e¥[Fgri;£:Oc§dg#£;[E;::i

ioentie#:?.Z;:`nt=Eecnteo£F::osg:t:Lc many drugs at the same time. But
depressants such
as barbiturates
and narcotics
should be administend with caution
concunently with
Valium and
caution should be

we still don't know

workouts, the lli 1970 Ehis beeane tlte king of s¢hmafty `icarfug sttldded julnpsllfts and
five-shot groups jevelry galolie, Iianding ®i.I scarves and doing kara(® kicks ®Iistage
with the Colt
Python, the motor bikes and muscle

yhgx.
he took
"It is absolute =n',tt£::o#::o°dfeasro¥#tfae)C:hn:t#':

ffir,o:hge[£r:I:kth%£nEa]%aE:n]:$

icals. Next, the candidate uses his 3:ennchru¥###tg¥8S.orng];yfii
new vocabulary to talk about these road manqg.ers,
Lnf amnft¥ tbhea±tn 3 activities with restraint, thus golfers, musician8,
would want to
for more than 20
commi,t slow
years. He was still
suicide which I feel ie:i;v¥:.aaEtkpn:tu:y::ieh#esast:a:n,£it

obserd to avoid
ov?`Ea¥b#Lrates.

siie:i;s!.:d::i::9,.F:ii!

Primarily seda-

ELtrEL¥iiFh-i:'hisn:o;;

does whatever it is he wanted to do in
the first place.' It doesn't much

ih¥Cega[¥;S::[°°[h¥C8:Eu%j

:,'Stg:a:,®i!,di#i.®,:
Sonny West, I n 1970

E=ur#+£e=rfu+

partly because he
could still show
them that his

former bodyguards
who contributed

d i s d a i n f o r fGraceland
i i i+i fnow:
i- . His
ii
prudence

was still parked in th.

i::;:i;pe:i.:¥rs#¥§';:#¥¥;i:d::ke¥b:ic:gif
#:P#EFHrie¥E:a*:eE±St#annggh#:
i::I:.iiun¥j:h:fst¥n:¥i:bgein%urifdTriEate¥;Ltp:}.:.

3##+csri.6F±:¥#JP¥J=eiiffir;
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wants. He has the means. It is hard
for me to understand how he can

!:iigee|::t|etlyse:e:sox::sobdeensfr:X
death:,

On Lisa Marfe's third bf rthday. Elvis tras nearsigived and had 300 pairs Of prescrfptien shades
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#H#k#tbbaicfao¥h#mh£

E-i---

-_ E=`

That doesn't stop

:ene¥inof ::wfraonE
then the bitter
gratification of

:£tyinfaoE:eTi=neLy€
stopped

Elvis

Pbesley.

When it became
clear that Presley's

E!|e|?:grf|9m,W:I:
other members of
his bunch might

Thgiv-prLokl Ginger

#*ew?F:&n#`gutinT¥,gorm¥
on his parade."

at

Ekyis's blare, A-sa Man.a, iras b®nght try the
first Cliur€Ii Of G®d for about $3 midi®n
Weekend magairne thanks the totoirfug individu.is
tor their co®perauton in obfaialng the phat®graphs tor
this leafuro= RA Bch, Pcter Srm", eel.de Laife®Ttt,
I)eve Hqu, D®n Hde.
Other rfu®tograths r®predu®ed by ®ourlesy ®r . Syndl®®.Ion lnlern&ti®nal, Onlller S®rvieeslph®.®-

ialorHl\co Dishrrian, CP/Widonor\d, ®anadal Wtte,
Camera tress L®Dd®nlllatt®nlfrorry O'HeB, B.ri

&#xderf.5;B+#as#E#mrr:r;Egg:#%:
tloi\, OnetwG®Idwin-Hayer S&i\di®s, N&ttonal General
®®Tporoti®n, RCA Limited, H.tl®ml Br®ed®aslfug

Cap®raton.
Onodels (tet\} br Flue* a Law . Phct®€npl\ by lchn

LawrmeeJoaes.

THE COMMERCIAli
APPEAL
t`r_ I-i-=____
I.--____ Ed.i|-.
ELf.
i-.l|-. ELff
aain9hafro-in

_ ,, • to.
<a

Death Caprires Croon Of Rock And Rdi
•..-EMs FLedey "es Of `Emde Henbcat'

Once, after a holiday in Colorado, boss, so MCGregor climbed up with the paint scrapin: We get back
behind him.

¥B`i:%s?°E8hiahda¥h%ig°Zreonntsns°k¥;

"And we owe#¢, man. That thing

replaced by rubber wheels so that

run like a hound and he drove it like

#fgewid:Ldret:::kw::h¥.w#E{nndj g£Feano{fact.hsetr3;gdhdtaa±:rg£;E:uEt:¥;

E3r.¥s.::e.!:Ee::=na#n'eesyacnodastt3g
MCGregor to hop on. Hesley was the

time I thought we was gonna hithell, I thought we fa¢d hit till I
looked around and we was going past

i8¥t::eph£E£:¥#,ng#i¥£oCu°t¥t¥
Think we maybe better get us some
brakes on this mother?'
"I didn't say nothing. I squeezed

irh.en?r3iecsh_¥fies,i:hmo¥ihiE¥.Puas:
#e¥i¥gdoEEaa:£,d£:,.#e°;giE8at£::eri
been killed about 14 times
in the space of
t hree minutes:'
This aspect
of juvenile ritual can be described as competitive

3:rrvseirts;tydeT::-s
thought because

::l#nn,:.:s8,:i?i:
only principle we

ffien§#eLffit#ph¥onkahi¥q###ELveuln#+ha;tr#r#js¥irTh#Ln&u#Trdi#:

acute when he appeared at the Las \fegas lJilton ill late 1976, one ®f his last pul]Iic performances

have for trying to
make sense ®f
human behavior.
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:::±iltE:!#:I:a#v¥:¥Ji:I;
someofwhomarepaid ,
$100,000 a week, it has proven
to be a gold mine

ife I-Ives
I. ST[V[ ``.O®SE" .Icks PLAYS Llk[ TllI®..

EL?2wh.whifethwea#eb:f#achsd#%u#w®ffi
Elvis imp€rs®nat®rs ar.
Elvis Wade impersoii•t®rs.'' 3. B®bbr
Grandvllle's claim
t® ,am® is ,hat 1'®

and Elvls liave tll.

sem€ rmdy (Jantiary
8}. 4. Schds Aeearfu ol
Toled® lias been an EMs
impersondor slnce be ias

irz=sasulis5#]#3trid'
:LbREis§iEfetib=[Gfa

Lajole, is fred Trots RmeresL 7.
Rat D®nner began reeording in the
Preslqr style ln tlie 'cOs. 8. Terpr
TlgrelstoidingFI®rida`ithatribdeeto
Etvls. 9. Max Pequcam, Bke tnany Ehis
lmpersot[ators, can't plqr the g]Iitar. 10. Elvts
F®i`coel.isthestag®calne®fRebedGavthierOf

§gHi#:ifeHfaF#ife+rfu#soffiti

litinies tl.e older EMs. 14. R!ck Sail€ell® performs `utll the J®rdanaires. Elvis's former

#"p±¥g#riHm#%¥Edtfa#:f:srat`#
Halra ltas made a u`ing as an Efds impers®nater since lle ilras 13. 17. PresgrLee is David liee
Flrenclt, a forln®r car sateanan t®ilrfug eastern
Canada as a pseilde Elvis. Ie. Rupert is all

=Fr9.E:Sts#=rEL%#esM:t€#dsH:

c®Iids.20.RonFilrrersays,"TII.worfdveuklb®
a better dace if ever)ron® wets more like Elvis."
21. Afan (Atan Meyer). the highest paid ProsIey Onusiollist, has the seal Of approval Of
C6Ionct Tottl Parker, Elvis Presley's
manager. 22. R®n Young, an Athnfa-

i##giRf.¥enqufty###
1'11 break your I.gs." 23. L®®n
Everett® rslcased a tril]ute albtrmi in
Ilashvflle a iAreek after Elvis's death.
24. Billy "Crack" Cradd®ck, another
Soilthener, once satirfued Elvls, biit lionr

§¥=F:'ffffilE##:th#t¥¥#

irader by day, an Elvis l®®ltatike liy night. 27.

David Scott. a ls-yearold from R®sellt®nL
Quebec, Iieeently troll an Elvis inpers®nati®b
contest in M®ntreaL 28. King EIofs is Roger
Triieman ol New Bronsrfek. 29. johnny Rusk, a
form.I Dfope)hat.4 ride Operator, has a il!giv-

club act that eneap®ulates Plesley's career. 30.
M®rr]s (M®ris Bates), Iron Vrmans Lake,
Britich C®Iiimbla, bears an uli€aRhy resembtanee to the king and ls IIew marfellig it his ln
Las Vegas. 31. E) JchD began imffating E]vis
lntheearty1970s,hogivngtomeetthereal

#Engce.3?;E#'Hi=atEL|mRTr#sbthe®r®,e#soT¥eve'##£3a;fab&y

#E'##;#dsedg¥;`&I#tELP-

vei¢e." 34. Eur®pe's Efvls Prestqr, Litde T®iiy, is a 36-ycarLold teed idol `wh®

£nmf:®rth`erffirfeiaFk°a°entw:a_Wct9#ink:
•romco-rmdermebt plastl-c sqi€ery t®
Inercase tlt® I.esembfailc®.
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"For Elvis," says a Los Angeles
promoter, "death was a
dynamite career move." For an
estimated 600 Elvisimitators,
some of whom are paid
$100,000 a week,it has proven
to be a gold mine

club. 6. Elvis Lajoie, bom Gilles

I MAGAZINE. AUGUST 12.1978

"We could sell the same things made of solid gold at

«##g:±#f:thfw*ii'id%#:&¥ii°Fre=#:h%#y±h#£inSfei#"r„

Vfanded!DedorAlhe
us where the bodies were cut, and 8:30 the next morning, he said, the
because the cuts don't heal there is police would start giving away the
floral arrangements to the crowd,
#gt£::.##,hmesanh,°]],dmfnflgiptFfgti°dy one flower to a moumer while they
When Elvis died the morticians
was planning a
concert tour. laid him out for viewing in a polished
"We'll show them:' copper casket. "His fade seemed !:gta:ih:a?|!;£fi:nEkoeEmas:#i?:in¥:
the Civil War.
he said to one of
Along the fringes
his security men.
"We'll make this
of this flock
the
best
one
ever."
AII estilnated sO,OOO
"i:;5fiTlfi;'l;EiT£Ei#d:fall:failE:i£Foraherothis
ON THE LAST NIGHT

of his life Elvis

s¥::y,.;¥ea¥hi

yao:keg:ul=g:ranoE

fimeral on August 18 was the right thing

%u=:;ey:-fig::irn:rfa,
"This guy had

E:frgto¥le:E¥ha#

¥ posters. That guy
had color photos.
Another guy had
bumper stickers,

sold out. Now he never would.

A trjbete albilm by "11 artists wlio I®ved him,"
better knormi as I.rotessi®nal Presley inifat®rs

##ypsE'#_ra%en_b_gSbgo8#teht§aaitpe.i.£nF
but his legaey went beyond music.

SRE:£#¥o¥Tisefsdtd;o#Lifji
buried bin in.

deFatLhvisanEfa:°Ei##rca¥
#¥e°h#:ari}:nd.eHaedto::tE=
ELxrfuon.grefTthean¥nfh¥n*of

H®ufld dogs and guitars `rere among the floral tribiites sellt
to Graectand after Ehiis died. L®cal florists ran oiit of
floners and lted tii®ne flowll in from as far away as Califomia

swollen and his sideburns reached and another
his chin? wrote Caroline Kennedy. guy had
But as Elvis must have known, hair copies of the
lo.e?1 Bgp.er

?£]¥¥fstetr°no¥nw|a:he:vg3athi;`;ire:

with Elvis

bums:' Charlie Hodge, who had been front
Pages

tic comi Of the King's own driver's
I,icchce! Eivis liues!' "

nTuhft:Cfn#eftt8#atr£¥£:ng#%:
gathering instinct in a 10
year-old boy and revived it in a

##;=3::§fe;Ti::¥;tw:eu%rii:hiiEi

off others for street-vending without
a licence. He went off duty and came
back 40 minutes later in civilian
members of his retinue on early Er#yy':a£T£{:]rdahc:I?ng[Pta*i:ttf£: that cost
clothes with-his car loaded to the
15 cents
morning tours of the mortuary least I could do?
axles with cold beer for sale. The
The next day the body left Grace- even if he paid for
where his mother had been embalmed."Hdschowingusthevarious land, the Ekesley house, in a white them, which he probably didn't be- 10-year-old worked the thLinder
Cadillac hearse followed by 16 white
§*ro¥:rse,a%ehL]¥ogE]:#cegrsar#oekae¥
Cadillac linousines. They drove to
them to hold off the rain while it was
;i::sai:l#=Eige,gesgll:ntogletEeinmof::
"You know them marriage li- falling and to sit on when it stopped.
"That kid was
|§ie#hi%Hhj%,#h=::#y¥±d:tfe°£of
smarter than any~
more than half a ton, into the chapel

gr=?*L##uych¥urThed:
##:b¥odg:is#ed#.#g¥s£#

:fsthhoer;e:#%g'tshg:u::}eummo.vfaft::

Coridor Z, where the great, gleam-

koe¥;££::r,£s:i;

i¥it3#iryjt;ro|Hj:rfi:in|;#%:erh!ii

good he was doing
we sent our boy
down to get some

eral months later.
"When we saw how

tombed-though not, as we shall see,

bags of his odin.

f°ro]:¥riethemausoleumthegrass

George washiligton lt isn't: `"is Elvi9 versi®-n oTi--jL-ri~Sch~;i;-FTS-2-:55 ir-oat-~a-2;-i-a L'; -6

=£tg:LeoE:::£ao#oiswaep£:=£yb:i
them arranged in the symbols of the

:inc=op[engrfeaagoa¥;:'n¥esFog?bhn¥

#aE#%|::omfdat!?nes:#ge.?.Iis2e7T

§oitinii!:g:i;§Ci¥fa¥#tdgr§¥B:e:ii;;¥§
Someof the litemorabilia at the Elvis Preslqr
BolilerardB®ut!gueinMemphis.Onweckelldsas
many as 20,000 visitors stop in tor Ehrfe icons

many to count, though reporters in-

tervi:W;1::gri::?e;,tE?#?s£€aLt°h°6#;w Ea°nnfyatnhdeyth?irn';ot3[edts±t±nn,:h;£¥
enough. Guys are losing their voices

made a statesmanlike decision. At
WEEKEND MiteAzlNE, AUGusT 12, i978

cent frames we sold those licences
for $5. Wills-I sold 300 wilts for $10
each. Everybody's taking in so much

There wasn't a supermarket for miles around that still

3£gs:nps%::a.g&££tpL%t£:dg£::;fi:
'em outp
Some day that boy may be man

i:n:{Ee:dnh#Hd;#;vt#;1eeti:2;?in#;:
t=oafery&f:aeed%:e#ic¥:bE:.¥b8¥:yc=`it:n.a:

scaeaining-. `The King u]ill Tower die !
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tioned, it is not
permitted;' said
Dr. George I.ove-

i&ye'#ta€hifedcet;#¥
ment. "But," he
added, "it would be
no problem to
issue a health pernit if the board of

3£i=[cme?nTthgeanveec:

Elvis and Ills m®tlter

sllae this gravesito

essary documents a"Ej&rfeinh'6:[jaE;
were duly issued,

:n&Lsa#ffiE%nfhdtkhemeoatrhtehr]ywereie
TIIis ree®rding of Efvls intervicvs leas sent t®

a:#:yEEE*FB:utghhetirt8yGP:c::
iannodvi::e¥h:hriy£:¥tiEen€fuseetntsT8

ratio stations in 1956. Preent value: SsOOO

had ahteady invented the foot-long
hot dog:' Geissler's foot-long hot dog

The fences at Graceland enclose
almost 14 acres. The house stands on

Ev:oart]Pxti::£e°sftthhaetEsauda:deefguht]9nf
two and stuck into either end of a
foot-long bun, with just the round
tips sticking out. Laced with more

Fu:::faredrsacnoduiEe±:ehpuB#haenir¥h°#
fronts and wrapped around the middle with waned paper, the foot-long
hot dog met more often than not
with favorable comment from the

ffht:::tifg:t:wEeu#3!ofard±8L%S;|£Ed!
getting rid with the other of the six
to eight inches of hot dog he'd lost
his appetite for. But now and then a
stubborn customer would sense that
TEN WESS£E

a.[.iT.b

LIC[l\lsE

rl
12 s } I. 50 I c I I c8 I 7716eol I 7Ol uil 8i:
lwlM

fli hn I ``1 ml iRl }sl t

PR€SIEY EIVIS A
}76. EIVIS PRCSIEY

BIVD

Suii Records' millioft-dollar quartet: Elvi8 was jot ned try Jengr Lee Lets, Carl Pckins and Jellnny
€asl. fer an informal gospel sing in 1956. Pertins recolided the edgiv3l verslel. Of t`Blu® Sliede Sbaes'

"Look at .that. Can I help it:' he'd

aaoyt'dngg:#g8irtt°u°fea:itth£:£uonnkstho:

i:::b!;i:g|?d|N?!¥Feig##E£T#
the Presley estate were trying to

gfg:iE££e;V:¥£a}::?iBB::i:¥fi§t;%y°:Pg¥nie
bothering me:'

From the foot-

ffiL-ou_E] ±°e:sgs|:r°tnedv°e!
Ieie-E; +cil Iud

iiiife.rmmu c" .-.. I k.A

ELIr#¥-Or-

looked back. He is

E¥c%rsprffjg.enltn:.:

'::'f.i:.:±-l:-iE=ETi i#:t:;af!ngeianr:
_-==_r=,___ ,__ _=-L=_T-_ _

Seventy-flve cede buys this reproduch.on ®f Elvis's driver's ticonce.
The Gsted weigtry 170 pounds, had teng` been more wislftil that. aeeuliate

,

Delaware. Factors
licenses for sale
novelties of every
description, and a

ioaTf:eta¥ngbwu¥,:nrodn::c:::nG:E:Fe: &°h¥nE£¥atc?:i:#e;nodr:ac£±aci[eef

of selling him a dog without any
meat in the middle. With such a
customer Geissler would lean magisterially across the counter and
scan the pavement in front of his
hot-dogstand.

#IIIh!:3¥gifi:¥!ilrd¥i¥ii

#faycehhisispafinetssha£T#rg°gremu:hd:.gftej
tell Vemon:' Geissler said, "that I
ozom Elvis Presley. I

bought hin, and *anh±qtgufitonL:W=n¥hveerymc:°tseptfottho:

!opoaridh££;h:g.t#:

graphed facade in
America.
"You know, this

grave, and I'm taking him to the
bank:,

:i:¥tnE?£:#¥e

trying to get a

WITHIN A WEEK OF

Elvis's funeral
workmen at Forest
Lawn Midtown

:< ` clear picture of the
isTtc%Ofevtt+n

A reisslle ®f tlie frst set Of Eliife hobblegum

booze, commonly seu for a good

::ad)amp:reactcho¥diihgei¥:°t%trat:t£¥eakted
bootleggers. Factors holds anarchy

white lions with a
Polaroid camera

disinterred the did-5.i-Ii-e-ariri.-fli-I' ;5d-s-Sd-is-&-tiie-m~@--L=ie on a dull after-

body of his mother
late at night. They moved her from a

by five million authorized Falmah
Fawcett-Majors T-shirts, and per-

Eaapfht#aaetr±mmeasst±:tNE:nL¥f£:as#:

§u:§igi¥h##]§iEng#iEi§Siyw|§

derstated? This elevation of Grace-

!hi'il:ii:i?ief::h:!v:is;i;;?,i:::;i
fE¥pef:i:tp:=m#t¥do.vAtfi:%bffyy;
:aptfi±%tdtorf%:ysaf°rztohnei¥g:r]¥:_=

noon in the spring
following Elvis's death, She- was

iEe::;;?::gulf:l£::rc:k;edaJi3s:#p![ik¥;:i
"Yeah? What?" said her companion, a heavy man` with Presleyinfluenced sidebums.
"I dunno," she said, `-`but
hearing `Heartbreak Hotel:
like? You

-|J
Efii;ifeitj;{ohii`i°¥o:::-nije°!:tar?:+a=,a:rfej

ii=gbi;oy¥w#it££;r§i'::gi!h::::fi:;;P#o:;#£:; REsmtEthee:otoab&a¥:vfetg,,jeefty¥ce„4T#g,ufie,:

clude itself and the original propri-

&tfta3fstfha:eex£[££thaab±:sP##8;

fri#f;g:3Lgr`eg*i:¥:,:y;sr!cEs!!ta!

burials were not tjjk"Se#tlB:e:p:,g:aps£~EATu4e
pR£_Si.€T¥fE[yJ
_ ` '-EL 1
uTe%?8Mt:reeoavpe¥rtvfg,2t` k598;e6R;%Wuto€B
5WBEf„® --_

into myth.
actregulatingburials{,''''
Two days after Elvis's funeral, ac- Said nothing about ,r'J

c`6il6;,,i5S?2

Si°Fhfens86:°vet££Si:r#°EL%ircpufai:S i:ygsid¥n:ipalle±o¥T,,J
"If it is not men- ``'t
Elvis's uncle kestor, a gate man at Gracefand,
veto a bock about Elvis and the Presley falnily

Boulevard, Hairy Geissler and Vernon Phesley struck a deal. Factors

copies Of E]vis's AGVA

i'`~~`
I

E%%mEeL#effarfger,i::3ra°#t::auftdht°;

cardaregivenawayascome-®n`s`````-,__`~`
nT3-`--`---_
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?%T#Tist-n=A\Oe^
isiREREw#TE±TS
7tryEF]

at Graceland.
,,;
Graceland was
zoned R1. In Rl zones

f.ap7Ts7s

-----:--,-:=F_=-

:---qu-r-`=..--i-_i

goes, I get so on weekends this rises to between
'&?l!y„Igec3u8# 2000 and 4000.\ Many are Canadians.

gtai#:rsg,oa¥S,1.gE,o::#pinhi.wEUE¥i
Informative: G~RACEI.AND, MEMPHIS,

die3„

"Yeah;' he

said. `fcome to

sEhlHH±ueg:Bi#a:g:ifanfrut#an¥

says, "I seen more Canadian licence

think of it, it tags last winter than I ever seen in
does look like a my life before:' He sells exclusive
hotel, sort of. classie car.

Them statues

:##¥,¥%g
One ®f the uirls scannes got something

there:'

ru¥eepmfgt¥etsh#Ekg\#Fr;¥E%

=ugtg=grs:ccolm.spepostiotetpEo¥3#i:

#a¥hTahveey¥i¥e

fua::fed:3.oi#i:

and wedge shoes.

bright pants suits

front of his car lot

'iE:r¥!:rm:y#e:I:

h¥anes:>L¥ii?:¥ug:ai

s¥z¥g*i:,H=k&t;
nothing is stolen.
VAen a customer
offers a cheque,

ii#ir¥i#:£:ftg;::?aihei?k:*:
The name Meditation Gardens is the

££tish=,y±iyi:
more money, Billy

to#Irhri¥n¥fralo)£W8edfnTE:emn:#±nceg

:ha:i:: i:o#[: c¥||e¥:onpupt|*g a:
F§;E#ric#sti]]#k-;EiEj¥¥±e&¥o;[§: faqufhj:#eeu=¥£:#3F¥#onfetrhE£

i:Eenrsytose±fofomr

i d e n t i fi c a t i o n
Mars or Kenny
anymore. Of all
formal name for this area, but writ- Herman.
"Folks who come
ers of Elvis souvenir literature
Suted piife`rs and hound dogs are p®pthar :::ecpht%u:iLhye:n=
here, they etia!nf to eduin-irliaris in--rid-ri-ril=s.|Eial-Sad-j6F-st has bounced.
"Passing a bad
SLEiye: refer to it simply as The spend some
money. Shows respect, sort of,"

to 4 in the afternoon. There are no
turnstiles at the gatehouse, but
Elvis's uncle Vester, who is in charge

tfff!ti#m=fHih;:.?:ff#:;etF;:aii£:e;:ff\

i#gfifi:n;:afiii;,f:i:i|!ai!i,::c!f;
focal point, you got a best-selle£'
•.It doesn't matter if the picture

€he trailer is lit-

souvenirs. Their
prices start at $1
and go to $6 tops,

::w:EL#:ma±¥n]l-Je#spfao5±¥±£

are women. Most are overweight.

$3g#?,::H#-

g¥=en::t£¥°£veeGr;#:dt:#.:g|a:e8e¥t%Va:nE g#nEe]rv±¥dprEs¥:;
#e;Ealfae:%|e:osuETa:iegns3i=Fidine

:oErx¥£:d::tus#?£°FhrkEn?y¥d:eLetgF+s

Zei!!:-:go:ith¥:'i¥i:9:##:
through him. It's a personality cult,

customers Elvis was the medium for

iB5C£LP£°€ChEr#T#¥¥i]i:estTtia§E¥§ =nL:x=.ri"eEieeypreorepcorep|ieriofsmtEe

j¥#E;is?#vis°3rfth%¥bdia:sod¥:ri;n¥
stones and so on. We could make the

:se¥=n:¥ag:£:;#eeso::fig,:T#:i
junk. The distinction between

:#:Sr.go#y*]inwfaiaistn#rdoesn't
Last Christmas Kenny dressed
one of his shills as Santa Claus and
sent him down to the gate at Gra-

;ii:E:*iif:£f3:I:;:E#i?t:EneEgr::!;
"They thought we were lowering
::;s?E3°uftthheep][,a:i'e]y8ud=;'tKke:?¥

nothing about sentinent. You just
Elvis jewelry inns from $5 all the sane stock I'm from. People with an don't run down the street' beating
way down to $1. So do figurines, underdeveloped emotional life, pee- Santa claus with a stick:'
4B

Waming: Health and \ifelfare Canada advises that danger to hearn increases with amount smoked -acid inhaling. Average per cigarette -Tar 12 mg. Nic. 09 mg.

u

heard. Elvis was sitting cat

TE

#&tirH¥]warastanboL;;::Cffi
performance, and he was w
BAD

NEWS

WAS THAT

gig!o#:ad!¥n3';#g:o!

Elvis Presley, scheduled to Play in
Montreal, was being kept out of
Quebec by nervous church author-

windbreaker. He wore no
and no jewelry except for
ring. Although .the room

:to£::e:hew£°°££egwsres¥#etdthine
Ottavyq, and a few lucky Montreal
teenagers could get to see Elvis by

#¥]e¥:aftta!i:td±es¥dn¥fap

:¥ktie¥,8alqe¥Hd±°::¥ar#t°o#a#¥n:f

ordinary mortals.

ife°ai:itybo°fyngpE=etnhceanreq

ii¥tsf#t°h¥maprfuyA]Fdy£HehfdGt:

#¥gd¥tii;gxfrsrein:vie±FaabpL:

to Ottawa to See Elvis Pheslqy:' That
was easy. I'd die if I didn't go.

afevi=ddsH[±:*#hropuhg°htt°

o)dTha#einainrro=Lfo5r7.t]hg¥i:¥#:

era, I was one of those

tE+f[hahad#¥Cehveedni°nE:n¥s°iF:

bought every record he made and

Pip::i:¥ifB:¥T¥##:in

gna.tc]h*a:V:FnyTvarptpBig¥apem¥:
tioned his name. I even bought a pair

EinkdVAanui%u_tgu¥upnhfotfautn¥

;:rr:e¥¥iis:v=r#ehm¥Tffi:egpya:

not think of asking anyone
picture of me with him.

teacher wouldn't let me wear them.
RIrt of every school day was spent

S

§r%es:in#omF¥hifadat#efifap¥d:i:ti
I remember CJAD had a contest

::tatfsgttthhea,poopfu'G¥#fumo?SEE

oMEwrHERE [N TH

Pat Boone. I sent in 6559 "votes" for
Elvis. I took the names out of old

Hi°#odr#ttEhhegheffi|t;£Ma::;

i§;°i;fi%¥cO;k:.rE?;urale:nnt:i::::;fin:o:;

two of us in each arm. I w
just beside him on his ri

:aebi:Sfex3epuriL°¥ivff]#

contest. Yet sbmehovi I found it

g'%TEei::foi#¥eff|f:¥i

£+¥u£Lk::f&pur:;ssoLEed:edda¥€tHtEEin#§

and said softly, "Kiss me, b
This was my moment
Wrong. We were in the 1950
was 15 years old and "

worked and reworked my i`deas. The
version I finally settled on was an
emotional tworstanza poem, confessing how seeing Elvis would,
among other things, "Make me

£%e?:]cLah°q:if:tiL;:o%:o:i::%8#¥nFfr#
the CFCF winner was me!
I find it hard to remember the few

?g%ug##ps"oYF#:£E';%

his mouth landed an inch
special limousine to the auditorium the left of mine. A few seco
inv4L4EfatE;n#:brigen¥,ghctin:I,h:g and, riven centre seats somewhere we were pulled off the t
accompany me, and, dressed to kill
ushered out of the room to o

FofeftphgE:%panresd]eFg#:;Ffu.wf

.¥rusnedadtiEe;:3iEiFfto#et?h_ew%a#:

8:¥Snpde:°dT:wmnyttorifi]e¥T€Edbetrratvhe: few minutes later I was guided to a inetoepr]Ceepat:gpnyvi¥:X£S;Sag[°t¥;:i::

:8::ee%miir:¥#est£;:#£pe#=e:W::¥,:
Most of all I remember fantasizing
that I'd meet Elvis, held realize I was
The One, and he'd ask me to marry
him. I went so far as to ask my

Fn:d::hew:eFg#£¥h¥g°anE:3i=£¥t#Ffi

special compartment reserved for
the contest winners. The four of us, Fe¥otreEOLr¥inince?ebrese°:.s[ohe:L?t&=s%
full of dreams and so certain that
3iuowgrinisbS°reu#*dfs¥b¥t'¥oeEFkr: these dreams would come true. How
appointment these interviews never long could it be until Elvis and I
announced our engagement?
a:*n*oE¥ft.(Lhenreanw=s,owniTc: Backstage we were lost in the`
resulted, in my case, in a spate of crowd herded into a small, steany
crackpot calls).

Once in Ottawa, we were taken by

=°dmc.o:?tea::S::#aa°*£§E:E±tt:#e

=H-

EaFi:::::£:::gtiiyc;E¥Eiii3ij
gotten other, all-too-willing
would find himself longing

fi::tE:ig#=am#eFn!:Sum

call me. But the years went
slowly became apparent

never zco«Jd call. Now, of c
c8In't.
Judith Mi
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A Cumberland mountain cabin and a Memphis mansion,'
Vanderbflt University and the Grand Ole Opry, Oak Ridge
atom bombs and Jack Daniels sour mash whisky,
Rohart; Penn Warren and Hank Snow. "Ib speck in general of Tbrmessee

isahaostinpos¥<Et:;'Tunbunites#¥¥ig%i:¥sTa£oteu¥:±¥,abethspencer>

`

F

Sife of Grace

one of the tornados that have struck
ROM AN EARLY AGE I HAD IT
that unfortu.mate town. But he lived
brought
to
my
attention
that
thptubriTi§inmggwcehr':'€#:rdt£££tf£C:
'Ichnessee was a superior state, in Memphis was enough to astound to set the world rocking to his music.
far ahead of my home state of me, but I also remember the large much. af which he picked up around

Eliot. Crowds gathered to hear

gahcfk°£;P#*sfni%g:tffeens€ebge°crta:i
heated popular debate.

the st.omping Saturday-night juke

#e#niss:i%Pafi|(t¥e¥££epgicwk¥h::;t*:

URING

THE

FIVE

YEARS

I

D

were backward, poor, benighted and !i;¥:-I:!!in!#¥i;,::u:r3i:nsgT%E!s:: i&£onuttsin°gf£°vT]Tvna|rymj:°twinngssaonfdBtahp:
;n:a;e3daap;gru:w;!%a;n#::r:iJEg!
hopelessly unable to improve on our houses. Memphis is now the 'object tist-haunted summers. He could
of architectural study, it offers so have settled anywhere in the world, also aware that another tradit,ion at

3::g;££,nitnTrfseb:,y:'s&°ut%£n#°ums

#.eastTET::i:gi:3ypT:e*aapdps?

Mississippi had about two in the
whole state. 'fennessee cars bore t.wo
licence plates; Mississippi could afford only one. These cousins were
ProBuudt °}f tat:emaaey[Vg=d reason to be

i:rptrhe.Ssfrdemwpfi£¥h%tfte]£yjotfintg+;

Spa:yisix¥B£L::d°afse?:ryTtuh£±E.sg?Fe

kpstcMh:imdhp:£Sd:V#i]£dhidet&::I:8

stately homes to French chateaus.

most of all to add one more to those

ghoemmest:Fv:::tosieneF|:ii?neg§iEflhyul;:

95e3:ts:;a:Egr:eshiif:n,3¥,;E;ed:::#

dwellings with every sort of archi-

Delta planter and show out.

t,he opposite end of the cultu)`al scale
was very much alive and' delii.iously
happy in Nashville. I was eager to

absorb as much as possible of a
liter.any nature and prone to snobbishness about anything so col.n-

Eru°tnaoafdc6C:[rdn¥g£°rt¥tiTkF::I;:

;iicifeu:r;:'ocv'ie:":i.afp:!.;;eou:p;;;`raeEo::o::ts:

body else I sometimes went uptown
on Saturday to the rickety old

:¥c#dat##*:a¥:¥°:it¥arihcees;

structured in stone, stucco, brick bordered by the Mississippi, pre- Egymaaundi4:fit:ri3F;iih#f:rfamn:|£
sided over by Memphis. Memphis from Broadway plays on to'ur with
relates to points south and west, to Ethel Barrymore and Tallulah
NOTHER REASON OUR HEARTS
Bankhead to operatic concerts and
beat faster at its name was

::f:e¥9hte°o¥h°e¥effinMg£#¥w£Poprfi:£¥s: and even imported marble.
Louisiana. It took at least ahalf day

3igtr;yin£::]erroLfg;#];]e§e:ft:£nMd;nmg:

A

#it::#dvi;aps¥n¥8nf°:rINteh¥

:?pepic:htdonAfE:ni¥warhea¥woef.¥|f;#:

Delta. The three most hallowed

:v:i;t§Tthuer#ayy|n¥o|asetsrcae¥ef°oriihi

Grand Ole Opry. 'Ib hundreds of
always said to be the Bible, the Sears Nashville people and to literally
thousands of small-town farming

3ihefis:icl:,£g3i:get:,,¥egmF.hris;awc¥e3 West were made from Memphis, and publications of that area were

gFv:eg:a:tt:d:ag3o.:if::g:e:.fic!o::g:I:h::i

visitors from glamorous distances
were met here. But Memphis was at

#e:?#Af#'?#:daaE#i#toh¥t

and onto the blessed smoothness of
goes out to the tri-state area. 'I\ro of g_neodp::wh¥:ffi:£3ctkhtgg:n::stowwhnd
bent to their radios by the hour to
¥o:tLFi:a,eseo:r:;a:'d¥i!af!ot?ncgr,t`i:B!gtd::
pavement at the state line. Our sigh
:Eedtt¥etho:¥gir]fi::dM±:m#isTPEaisd,
of relief also had excitement in it, for
fffi:dtth?edr[:tar%idbfgm:nddd;PL?v:i`nf8 COB;e:!i'°onfd¥:£eEmgyog:.aristocratic ;#niv¥t£VIq]Enti£]i8t¥:fefasthe
any number of reasons. `
overlooked.

to Memphis at least once a
year to buy their outfits; they
were chauffered
and veiled
and
SHOPPING
TRIPS. LAI)IES
WENT

£:oo:v:edesri±?::|#eeg!ao:i::i::aaid:in:=tEea3ni

Memphis had its own political
boss during the 1930s and '40s: Ed
Crump. Like Huey Long in nearby
Ilouisiana, Boss Crump was a politi-

:f!ol;Ejfi;i:o:!::o#:1¥,:big;sfiFie#:ff

#cehaLs2£:g:a:Eae¥e:tf:kehgr:&oe::
:::±t¥]#assv:r±§heGnEEth::ve£¥£t::h: ¥gonii;¥.taT°ess:fapibpe°±£itfccaaidsitd°ai:
marble lobby.

such as.Senator Estes Kefauver who

in¥:3#i=n::nb¥i:tg£°an;ir#%rf:ihde:

were said to have _"ended bossism"
and "re-introduced democracy:'

small-town dealer in practically everything, had an automobile agency
and the Standard Oil concession for
his district. He returned from con-

was sitting once `with friends

1±aMbe:pa&eraani°:t£#8iumff:

area of 'fennessee, one of the most
historically complex and culturally
rich areas in the United St.at'es, is
middle 'fennessee, with its central
city, Nashville, the "Athens of the
South? It was so-named on the occasion Of its centennial in 1897, when
a lifesize replica of the Parthenon
was erected.

IVc!sALii./Ze and it is not crit.ics

or poets or statesmen or Civil
WarONLY
heroesTO
or CALI.
fi.ontiersmen
or
0NE HAS
A MOVIE

Smernadt,°r€u°tr8:eusi#Smwu:£°c,Spdn;#gv:3

::1?nuai|g|:roDma;tese#a|i3:##nT:

Pearl, Roy Acuff and his Smokey
Mountain Boys, Whitey Ford ("The
Duke of Paducah"), leading on to
Red Foley, Ernie Tubb, Eddy Armold, Hank Williams, I.ester Flatt,
and Earl Scruggs, straight down to
Nashville, and in the late 1920s the the present glories of Hank Snow,
city, centring especially around Loretta Lynn, Crystal Gayle and
Vanderbilt, produced what was per- Dolly Parton. Fiddlers and mourn-

N0 LONGER A LITLE GIRL, I

#episae:s;eg?e:;::s!!hdifcc:#f:?e5i:!!

g:nstienr8egfi°ofv:i°ens:Sfo¥:(:PIP,gs'jj:i

another bypass on the road map o'
Warren, John Crowe Ransom, Allen yo' heart"), tellers of outlandish
Tate, Donald Davidson, Andl.ew jokes about relatives, pal.ticipants in
Miss'ippi, too! Oh, I can spot it. Lytle. Social thinkers and theorists, jug bands and hoedowns, banjo,
We're born with red clay between our but also poets, critics, historians, hal.monica and jew's harp experts,
%e:¥eMcaoy,:g:rec¥a:i!E;,sfuc:a|pwhig: toes, but when we can get up here, essayists and novelists, they drew t.hese people are numerous and endansvier to Mardi Gras, with dances, don't we love to show out! Don't we other creative talents to them from
throughout the country, and were i,:Si:.nT£:# e¥:r£:eked with native
just love it, though!"
ln the early hours of Saturday
;eacr:£*?nafun#hbeL±Cer:£:e#eosofatE€
Elvis Hesley, later known as the conversant with the leading writ,ers
df England and France and with morning the lines out.side the
Maid of Cotton, who was often (one
up on the 'fennessee cousins) some ]g:;#°a5ve#eT¥g:fasp:::t3:n:d[!::bi:g; such expatriate Americans as Ernest .Ryman would begin to form. They
Hemingway, Ezra Pound and T. S. would stretch out around several
ravishing girl from Mississippi.

¥:#±{°o¥Ss±n.c¥uerTepd¥nnbe¥:£5:gecwhL:sP

Ji°:k3?§g¥eBL£°:o£S{h¥efh#Fftp.a#::ife:i
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#:hksinpde#)€owe°atu#£:±h8et{nh£::
#:¥.rTat£:;tEeapu'i°a#6fiir]i%[£C€hfne
Ryman_ to the rafters for the 4]/2-

E:#iinsB:Tincehj£,8st:mdpicnL;¥8¥h8;
:u¥:Cf.t¥:S6L¥mtkeerEnrfd°rEoeursntca¥ns:
`or out of 'fennessee country towns,
or down from nearby Kentucky with

#°fa¥tafrgii°tS:Bee:efa£::i:e¥gro¥soifj
of sheet music and records in Nash-

;i#d¥:¥h::egrNte#otr±.:edincFE

Alley. Here was a nation-wide tradition forming; here was big business.

One ®t the lov®Iiest places in Tlennessee is Cedes ®olve, a small vaney hidden in the
Srm®ky RAounfains. undiscovered by settlers uatil the late lloos, it remained a haven
tor orimttfire m®ui\tain lEEte ul\til tl\e 1920s. Codes Cove ls now a tiational parki some Of
the ~originl farrms (ail\ove} alnd tlie Baptist church |bct®w} half® been restored. A g®®d
old maul.taln pastime, quail liunting {I.elow right), survives in the upper Cumberfatids

8

uT HERE coo wAs A REGIONAL

enthusiasm that fed these

Fno¥n::¥amu:rtci#easmpe.:#aT:

source. A leading Nashville busi~

nessman once told me at a dinner

§£g;i;o¥t:u#n,y#£'i:an##:::egrfh°:#
would be fun to have some of them
out to our house for an after-perfor-

REi%ypF#rI.#insnoi=:eo¥[fe¥tehgrsli
:[:Kink;¥:k¥sTbtan°£n%°oLnn8t'h:Egg:

w[ttkoauygg*xe,:dnd¥:rogue#doe#b"ut

igFk:wi:m¥:e#aTioe:igre¥ra¥E:ne:d:E!

Mrs. Sarah Cannon) came from a
well-to-do Nashville family. Crystal

sGt:#een¥.mThT=ieed*°o:]¥anb€erkfltthL±an¥

:urpphSfn££:tbe°audt:3hannpyr&asnh¥¥

sYiLa£'sh¥Erittatarnta#ofv?eolL?ew#:
his songs. 'Ib.Southerners this is not
surprising; we can all act "country"
if we want to. We like to play act, to
mock ourselves. President Carter

%ui`ttiva:gnp.isrt#ees3:Tigqhut?|itf%
brother Billy goes even further.

it at its loveliest, before a lot of subur-

L¥d.hfi:gfuhfdou¥fnto#asotalT:ft
=v%ico¥goL#t:Hda¥:ricE]keae:%
armaments factory. Water from a
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s¥;¥¥¥¥¥¥¥#i¥:
heEeamn!ehre#gihni:it.teac£:TE;
in tribute:
ATmthilating all thats made

shEdea green thonghi in a green
The lines, from Andrew Marvell,

s=:c¥t:ot#gh#hmatnto:hfapthalE:t:

kanrfu*ustinwittpdditerfeE=:h.River
Horses. All of 'Ichnessee, but mid-

:I:e#gi#:=:jaun¥bopeifeuryt:ho:nfefuonFnt£;

i?=T.?Ed:e:le;sgEs:£bhr:sfo,?,eie!;#
±ttk#L%E°:tdtE=S#°#:hifitst£:
centred here.

I-15EadeandF-18AHomet:

figivuscinadacandapendupon
fromacompanyCarmdacandependupon.
Among the aireraft being considered by
Canadian Forces for the defense needs of the
nation are the F-15 Eade and the F-18A
Hornet.
Both are from MCDonneu Doudas, builder of the world's premier fichters for more
than three decades.
Both offer Canada unique economic
advantages through the relationship
MCDomell Doudas has long demonstrated,
as a part of the Canadian aeroapace industry

and as a user of Canadian~built aerospace
equipment.
The F-rs has no peer among fichters of
the world. Its supremacy is not subject to
question among those who debate the
methods for achieving Free World security.
It is the best fighter in the world.
The F-18A Hornet is the most modem of
lighter fighters; the most economical among
those whose "off-the-shelf" capability for
meetingcanada'sneedscanbedemonstrated.

EatleandHomet

rv\CDONI.ELL DouGLi`S

I

HE GAIT KNOWN `AS THE "RUN-

ming walk" was developed to

srirvteh:Lea¥sP5:%£a;£urip=a

i:*d€]ff:t::i:::aoi:e:8:#hteerwho:£

*apikrow¥=.o€:i°o¥¥#t:°p#tx
fa:#g::£in#e]nfsanehdeaks°n9dne¥°sr:
#enLn°ens%,eseVlwnaff±8ri;¥%rssteridwea:f:E:

§ii£:#Lrg¥£Ejh:ei:£¥hggcioi§.i£::-

ri&u:¥:£u:#iife:}e¥FEiiji§
¥nasdh#o[:k?dtFfe::y:hwate%a[sfi#
placgdoutoftownwithathoughtto
ownmg one or two horses. In the

#:#h:±da!fa¥ES,8fidM#)¥ogb::°d
Shelbyville, and into west 'ifennessee
as well, local horse shows, usually

held at right in the warmer months,

gve#g:gghd!]¥¥:a:£in:gang:¥i£;Xi.:t#¥

Eit:Scrke!%tt°ann£U:rtehi:t:rrrimer.

!i:s:s:e:driiuzt`itF:c:uupsasT!tg!g;#.i

:ie:r|,f:qeu#is:iiufdinB#g;:#ij!i:

Fie:n?:a!t?,ri;giiiaa:iehr:ef:e°e¥i|::r:nT
u.s.zLi+'inalL

tf:ik!%ih,3or,y!::%¥gr:":rs

#%rT±:;F¥EWFrit¥yfo:¥eg:L%F¥:i

i;#n:::r6%'###®thofe!igeu#,#e
American Eagle. Abraham lincolf},
liberty Boll. plus mol.®l W®'ll also
include seloctioms for you to examilie.

Keep onlythoso you wishto btry. rctLlm
any others. Cancel service anyfroe.

Park, near Nashville.
Whisky. 'fennessee sour mash,
Jack Daniels, IIem Motlow's. Bevel.

€efal#¥,Vabe

Be a visitor ar home this year.

gREzfflz

ing else. For the rest, there is always
Kentucky bourbon.
The third of the 'fennessee areas,
eastern 'Ichnessee, is a mysterious

REgrondyrfecowpow.rtyLovEs,col.i*thfro,one

i

region, apt to be an unknown quan-

:it¥t.e¥:nist°mtohu°n¥arn*%s:Ciuh%]]EL:
berlands extend to it from middle
'fennessee; the Cumberland Gap,

iigo#gsEiLgo:yor¥ht:3gfi:e.w#|te?
eastward, one mounts into the inas-

fi:ewg#ffner:anntgfro=f:i:3gbo-E;eosi
bluffs, from which Hermando de Soto

t¥etnl::f;yd6a64:F;oo¥¥|¥j3Ei:sa=f

8:£Ego¥fenDn°£.°|nt±hoeneegft:i:
highest points east of the Rockies,
challenged by other 'peaks in the
surrounding panorama, shouldered
in clouds, chill and lofty among
evergreens, rhodode,ndron and

#::s!?g:haft:g¥]e;¥£ir?:a:yi:Tut£¥::a::

are precipitous plunges of grey rock;
the valleys are wild.and heavily
forested, rushing with mountain
torrents. 'Ibbacco is grown on the
mountain slopes as it is on the broad
farms of middle 'fennessee. Signs
leap out from mountain curves:
"Prepare to Meet Thy God;' "Antiques and Genuine Quilts:' "Jesus
Saves:' So remote did these people

feel from the rest of the world that at
the time of the republic's formation
they wanted themselves to be designated a separate state, but the state
of Fhanklin was never admitted to
the union.
of the most heated kind has
been mainly centred in this
R ECENT
POLITICAL
region.
Many CONTROVERSY
people believe

ifa§t:¥bfyufto:i:te%{¥ca:d;£]:¥dEi:¥
ihfsmo:nLe;=:rstar:i%;tiueb;#e¥
government overstepped the limits

i;fiig;?i::g:oav:i\;::d:tc?.eyd:e:egc¥

nation of impoverished lands, and
improved living standards. TVA now
serves all of 'fennessee and pacts of
six other states. It led the way to
land reclamation projects in other
partsofthecountryandisstudiedas
a model for such developments

¥Pii§:hi!¥o¥nriigi:jrs§Cii:g§|ig;Cdi§j
gH!nreggrfohneo¥ec=ntgmw#n¥ssS:,ei,?uFt
outside KnoxvHle.

poet says, there you feel free.
The little cabins may look
8UT IN
lonely
THE MOUNTAINS,
in the valleys,AS
with
THE
a

gEAl:nta::icoap;tacthhaEfa:vveg:tisaf::

;¥;;w;:s-:fieoFg:gag:E:ii::e:?#t:i;d:3i
his tail. Be careful not to stop too
long. You might getshot at.

eba

Warnin"e#hp:rngj#rl:aree:&innga§?z:#S&Sgttptaatrd,:r.8Lem'tg°nhj::'#jrR:egaus,:i:W]jjhmagT.:#,Sor##oT,i:?!djnha'jn8.

ARGO OLIVE

4-oz. plkg. crearrn ctueese

(Tcom iempera*ure)

itbs2p:bVI%##rns#e%e8auce

TREUsoAIP[CN[CCoNS[as
of a few sandwiches, some hard-

:##hanng%fatfaff>'s##gf

1 top. lemon juice

u:rfets%P#pter

tyl\ €sp. curry powder

% tsp. nutmeg
Dash catyenne
\h cub toasted Sesame seeds
Fhench bread or crackers

informal picnie.
But a super menu, elegantly WASH and dry chicken livers. 'Itim
served, in the nicest possible and cut into pieces.
dishes, on pretty linen, in an
idyHic setting, can turn a pienic
into an occasion.
Here's a menu to fit the ocin-

gfoninY:u;ugo|dtyh°euFreed#:Potn¥
plenty of coolers to camy the
food and drink and plenty of
hdpers to move everything to
thatidyhicapot.Orifyouhavea
prettygarden,servethepicnicin
your own back ynd.

ul,"ATE ncN[c

rff:::y;:i;dgfjnEyhi¥i§esFrii§:t¥ife;
with % tsp. salt and dash pepper.
Ftemove from heat.

:i::i:en¥°seutt:f£E:.nA¥#hbfasn]3;tfo
pan and stir to scrape up all browned
bits. Pour brandy and drippings into
the glass of the blender. Cut up
cream cheese and add to blender
glass along with mayonnaise, Wor-

cestershire Sauce, lemon juice, I/2 tsp.
salt, % top. pepper, cuITy powder,

iEkmueregisa:ifatyh:nne.Buzzuntil
We moderns have our faults. True. Still, we would
like to believe that honesty is one thing we have

99.jB#o:°y[,::.a¥yaer.b5jg:,,€ywoteangerveeer7anyoneca„sus

doA¢o#i'eatnody%::g;if¥°uAtd?ena':t":oi°;ett::g'?e.L:t¥:
a:¥s#uwcha!',¥?eusrsj:'fu:[ocnhrj;Sjttjfneh£[set¥:uHrj:ai:yve3

§iffm::°e}n:th;::i#:#o:f3|S;tj;i:g:teh:s:?3:it#nuoijmfpe'yn8

QgivhK3cr#_REPG$6
IIobster azrd Chiehen Sahad
Sc%es:EA%£
Sliced tomatoes and cucumbers
Corn Bread
with
Tmateroress Spread

Chetj%ocn;°83#e

Ch-pa8ne

3:e3jjoo.nE,etanuds#5eyg,ua.dv#Ftte¥oer:au¥e.pav£3h%{,:
Christian Life and the Modern World. Ws tree. No

Please send Free Pamphlet entitled
"Christian Life and the Modern World."

BI.END sesame seeds into pats

S#iyhebepfi£#]£:*a8sffralE£:nk:ka:E
#gLcfo°:i=rr¥e8r.vgaH%:a£±6Cnic±tE
French bread or with crackers.
(Makes about 2 cups.)
LOBSTER AND CIIICREN SALAD

2#cpuspr%en#or#tfifn°cthpDre%%d)

ifnflr¥ri::h:fib:e8:£:¥ObEag¥fc£¥jn:e&Or8:

`rfe{b.3%t8Ldff£#_:€

(recipe f ouows)

For each drink combine half wine
and half soda in a tall glass. Add ice
cubes and a twist of lemon.

one will call on you.

-FF]EE-Mail Coupon Today! ---------.

Ert¥*gi##gesramt:°stehvear¥rh::Crsh,ad-

SPRITZER

These are uncomfortable questions. So are ques-

W°#;I?eb:gty8::::I:.?%thhaevye::?8dt%ubr%eiJesswtehr:sd6

ADD chicken livers a few at a time,

KIR (cassis au vim blanc)

Ttifo ly£-lb. cooked hobsters

chicken
1 twee green pepper, slivered
1 tonge red pepper, sthuered
• 2 oup8 1-inch pieces

( out or. diagonal)
green beans, conked
1 cup choppred celery

:nh#co#leccT?##ofdeEhaswE£=£##c#8 y±f:£pft%pye:#h£#sftffesethesn8
or 4 ounces of wine with 1 ounce of
cieme de cassis (or make the combi-

14 cup chopped panley

Name

g££°niftd°esy£#E#ekfdbdea#tiici:
elegant and refreshing drink for a
hot summer day.

1 cup mayonndse

Address

This offer is limitod to one free I)amphlet`

City

Postal Code
CATHOLIC INFOFllvIATION SEFtvICE

IcniGHTs ,OF columbus
582 Sherbourne Sty Toronto 5. Ont., Canada M4X-1L4

QUICK CHICKEN LIVER pad
1 lli. chickeT. lil;er8

%z cup butter or margarine

|snd|cpPAasffEr=ced
3 tbsp. brar.dy

2 isp. Bait
\A top. bl,ash peplper

2|tf:f§#REo#rs
ty± cup whipping cream
IJettuee

I:e°£¥s:Aad:£d?#?t¥:i;8##Pg:Cn:g::n:i
blend. Cover and chill.

CHEESE ASPIC

WATERCRESS SPREAD

4oupsrcIAreg#::tpyif;_#ese

8soz. pkg. creorn cl.ease
{room temperahore)

2enrfu%peo8u`£ei#£%::err""rd

1 cup crumbled blue ctuee8e

y\6up#ypc8#ifereas

lc]uguBC#e#8n_efyeecleh3p%%lew(ai=E#u}

BLEND cheese and butter. Stir in
watercress and pepper.

W8femmas
Sauce Vierte (recipe fiouoiw8)

PRESS cottage cheese through a

i°d¥o#eanindt3i:#Ee¥H:dbBewaLt

until as smooth as possible with
electric miner.

;t¥#£L:t¥u::s.C8:[#aateprananoghL#t
water and heat until gelatin is dis-

% top. btwk pepper

cHErmy cormoTE
3 lb. fresh red cherries
ltyf oup8 water
lu cups brown Sugar

iiange2citnbe*_:_tni!#Cberokenup
yL oap goREen rum

WASH, stem and pit cherries.

ga°uMfiEnix&4b¥n#:e:tbsoinfl#¥:

§%]£gima%§°*easn£##iuy:eftd:: £°dTchheeaigdatfi[8::i]ys]5o:,S,ui::
3i:i|uemo¥i3faor7-sceuv:r:?io¥rosulodf
untfl it is very firm.
UNMOULD on watercress and garnish

with more watercress. Serve with
Sauce Verte. (Serves 12.)
SAUCE VERTE

'/`oup|#n%fscSff#rae8S

lety4y4cg§pfrfrneftyREdRE#

io¥:jffaneddEang¥si°e(red)asidetouse

E:£;::bie:'bro]#'8?#ayrids:LtfliTd

*h top. I)el.y ft:neky chopped green
oreion

fe°mMOBn[NjEu[ge:yc°a:grsaEsaen'dpfapbrikc:.'
Whip cream and fold into mayonnaise mixture. Add to lobster mixture and toss to blend.

##El:t:¥e:f?l:lkwth=::i:g.!o£:

nish with lobster claws and Stuffdd
Eggs. Cover serving bowl with transparent wrap and carry to picnic in
the cooler. (Serves 12.)

TARRAGON FRENCH DRESSING

%2:::-tl::REor
1 top. dried leof tarragon

j9£M#hE:L]tjfgnh¥£ien:dfnshaakem¥g
blend well. (Makes 2 cups.)

CoRN BREan
I®d\ cu;pe Sifted all-purpose foowr
y± cup Sugar

12 tunrdcooked eggs
lnbster tomalle3r and roe
(from Iiobster and Chieken Salad)

CoMBINE lobster, shrimp, chicken,

Ipigaci:Efili?eLar:eejl=withtight

i¥¥±#:L¥:C#s¥°rvfe¥§:*¥1:2¥:
LEMON CAKE

% oap Soft butter
a cups Sugar

ooEN"rfE§sotwELer

STURED EGGS

1lfa tb8p. olive oil
% cup ljery ftneky chopped peeked

REMOVE from heat. Cool. Discard

pieces of cinnamon. Stir in rum.

3oup£::iferfror

Outdoor elegance: A unen tablecloth, fanny r.aphins, ccLndles
and freshly cut flowers, in a favorite summer place or in
the cony comfort Of your back ycnd, clue the perfect accompa"i;ne"ts
to this ultinate picmie memL

REMovE lobster meat from shells.
Keep claws whole for garnish. Cut
up remaining meat. Keep tomalley

covend, 3 minutes.

18%z` €Sp' salt

1 top. Soda
2 cups cornmea3

]%M*tecE#£#i%8ee8d%#p%i#n_E)

mu8h~8ns

2oupebu#ttcREg£Sifdwl}k

Pinct, edt

2 eggs

Waken:re8ssir=37(recipefiouo;8}

2 tsp. chopped par8le3/

HEAT oven to 375°F. Grease an 11 x
4% x 3-inch loaf pan.

1 tbep. foowr

%i cup cfdeken stock

slFT flour, sugar, salt and soda into a

Catyenne`

3tbep.ifeprin_d

lcapfu#%u#4f##nehed
2tb,8rf%%gJa§ve:ke
HEAT oven to 350°F. Grease a 10-

inch tube pan. a

:gtAhTerbuuntt#rLig¥tdazdc#upffsffysrygo:cta°=

:g¥s:niree:t:tt:*£gti¥w¥}ifde€
each addition.

i:¥t£:rTA£#firs¥¥dftuafdal::i:

]g¥rgfabn°TL;nfed:e%rna¥3alb'Le¥¥eft nately with milk, stirring just to

Ptwley sprigs

:uT:88Sj:rfuaL:±nffiFyTREghdeE
yolks, lobster tomal]ey and roe with
a fork in a bowl.
HEAT oil in small skillet. Add

gd:£F::fun:g::gt;F::my:a::kn.fiEg

go#:e]nks#e*hfrH£:¥£:°:kd.milk,
3F6::.dfg5s,t:efnfnw#l#:n££rkant3
s#di¥itEaareffir±JignteduEkflfo¥mFf:

salt and parsley. Sprinkle in flour
and stir to blend. Remove from heat
and add stock, stirring to blend. §£bE¥ji;:u:t::h:V:e:£rL#i!5tLti:ii#iiyo):
Return to heat, cook and stir until until a toothpick stuck in the centre
thick. Cool. Blend with egg yolks.
comes out clean. Coo) in pan 10
PUT mushroom mixture into egg minutes then turn out on rack.
CUT thick to serve warm or very thin
to serve cold. Spread with Watercress

!Fi!|a|;s::n:n:.;&f|t:i:h,his:ifg2::;Ttlf

Spread. (Makes 1 large loaf.)

-23-

blend after each addition. Fold in
lemon rind and almonds.
sPooN into pan and bake 1 hour
and 15 minutes or until a toothpick
stuck in centre comes out clean.
CounlNE lemon juice and % cup
sugar while cake bakes. Let mixture
sit in a warm place and stir occa-

:loo:a:]¥.uEfo?:evecnTfe*stpindToh=nri:
#fitf::E8:Ceks.tBpriifi:ex:fad:np]facj:
tune over top slowly, let it soak in.
Cool cake in pan then invert on
plate. Sift icing sugar over cake bot-

tom before serving.

at
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